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Dear Partners,

After two months in Riyadh, I would like to thank all of you for wel-
coming me so openly into the to the business community. The first 
months have been very busy with lots of interesting meetings, discus-
sions and valuable insights. This helped me to settle in very well and 
to get a better understanding of the various business opportunities.

I feel it is the right time to be here, seeing the changes and op-
portunities the country is offering. The new visa regulations are also 
expected to increase the interest in Saudi Arabia from German com-
panies as it simply will ease the access for “first-timers” exploring this 
interesting and attractive market further.

With the visit of Al Qiddiya during our business circle meeting, 
we explored one of the mega projects just outside Riyadh. With its 
entertainment parks, hospitality offers, sports, and art hubs it reflects 
the ambitions of the Vision 2030 and will open a new chapter of Saudi 
lifestyle in a stunning landscape.

Another focus in the Saudi Vision 2030 is “Sustainability”. This will 
also include renewable energy. Solar energy is offering huge potential 
in Saudi Arabia, many German companies are already very active in 
this field and very well positioned to offer best-in-class expertise and 
support. Solar energy, with the focus on photovoltaic, will be in the 
spotlight during the export initiative “Renewable Energy”, supported by 
the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy. 

One of the upcoming highlights in the bilateral relationship is 
the Joint Economic Commission taking place on 18th of December 
in Berlin. The meeting is chaired on ministerial level by the German 
Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy and the Saudi Min-
istry of Finance. It will be attended by high-ranking business people 
from both countries.

Again, this month we invited various subject matter experts to 
share their insights on relevant topics. 

I hope you will enjoy this GSBM issue. 
 

Sincerely,

Dr. Dalia Samra-Rohte

EDITORIAL

DR. DALIA SAMRA-ROHTE  
Delegate of German Industry &  

Commerce for Saudi Arabia,  
Bahrain and Yemen
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The PPO acts as a 
communicat ion 
link between the 

government and the 
private sector that are 
facing challenges, aim-
ing to find quick and 
exceptional solutions to 
overcome these obsta-
cles which carry high 
economic return to the 
Kingdom. This initiative 

is only to confirm the interest of the 
Saudi government in the private sec-
tor’s well-being. Besides, the PPO has 
been granted the authority of getting 
exceptional approvals to make sure 
the investment is executed successful-
ly and promptly.  

PRIORITY 
PROJECT OFFICE 

STRENGTHENS ROLE 
OF PRIVATE SECTOR

The objective of PPO is to help Saudi Arabia reach its 
2030 vision goals, by facilitating strategic private sector 
investment (local/international) to operate in KSA and 

overcome obstacles and challenges that are being faced 
in the launching/expansion stages of the investment.

PPO: Government initiative that 
launched officially in December 

2017 with the Royal Decree.
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 Since its formation, the PPO has 
been able to stimulate the private sec-
tor by facilitating the implementation 
of 18 strategic projects that have a 
substantial socio-economic impact 
and expected to play a major role 
within the national economy. More-
over, it is estimated that the valua-
ble contribution of these projects be-
tween 2018-2023 would be around 26 
billion Saudi Riyals as an investment, 
resulting in 27 Billion Saudi Riyals as 
a GDP impact, including an estimate 
of 10000 temporary jobs and 7000 
direct Saudi sustainable jobs. This 
forecasts a high volume of exports 
and the reduction of imports, which 
brings in technology and knowledge 

transfer including the contribution 
to the increase of non-oil exports, 
localizing industries and supporting 
strategic sectors. Also, other elements 
that enrich the local content of Sau-
di Arabia, currently receiving many 

similar strategic projects.   
“The PPO operates to achieve the 

Kingdom’s Vision by providing trans-
parency between the public and pri-
vate sectors, by extending the bridge 
of communication between them 

to facilitate their actions,” said Mr. 
Majid Bin Hani Al Saadi, Executive 
Director, of the Priority Project Of-
fice. The goal is helping the investor 
achieve his required actions to carry 
out future projects of high economic 
achievability and encourage invest-
ment in local assets in addition to 
supporting existing enterprises that 
have plans for expansion and growth.

Mr. Al-Saadi commended on the 
positive support received from the 
governmental agencies and ministries 
supporting the functions of the PPO, 
which in return has helped stimulate 
investors and owners of companies’ 
investments, and by promoting the 
cooperation between the public and 
private sectors. Al-Saadi highlighted 
that the lessons learned by the Office 
are a reliable reference to improve 
the existing investment systems and 
future ones as well. Focusing on the 
quality of communication that has 
contributed to the enhancement of 
trust between the two sectors.

The Priority Projects Office is one 
of the initiatives of the Private Sec-
tor Stimulus Plan, which is under the 
Fiscal balance Program, helping to 
facilitate businesses in the Kingdom 
by eliminating the challenges and ob-
stacles that are facing the establish-
ment of large private sector compa-
nies with high economic impact. The 
PPO operates within specific criteria 
and conditions, which includes but 
not limited to the investment of an 
impact of 250 million riyals, also to 
demonstrate that the investor has 
already started his investment jour-
ney and is facing challenges that are 
causing any sort of hindrance to con-
tinue their business or investment.  

“ The PPO operates 
to achieve the 

Kingdom’s Vision 
by providing 
transparency 

between the public 
& private sectors, by 
extending the bridge 
of communication. ”

Mr. Majid Bin Hani Al Saadi 
Executive Director

Meeting at the PPO Office: GESALO’s Delegate Dr. Samra-Rohte, Jan Müller, Abdulrah-
man Al-Anbar & Majid Alsaadi.

CONTACT  
Mr. Abdulrahman Al-Anbar  
Head of Strategic Relations  
aalanbar@lcgpa.gov.saPh
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In September 2015, Mercedes-
Benz launched the global “She’s 
Mercedes” platform that is ded-

icated to inspiring, connecting and 
empowering women, and to unleash 
their best. This approach inspired the 
launch of “Al-Thuraya Awards” to 
empower, support, and celebrate Sau-
di women’s achievements in four dif-
ferent categories, which are Entrepre-
neurship, Social Services, Innovative 
Art and Design, and Sports Impact.

Hundreds of inspiring success sto-
ries were submitted across the king-
dom once the registration started. Only 
sixteen contestants were qualified to 
the first stage, where their nomination 
to the final stage was decided by pub-
lic voting. One week was enough to 
drive tens of thousands of voters to the 
award’s website to vote 
for their contestant of 
choice. Thus, eight con-
testants were qualified 
to the final stage and 
ceremony, two from 
each category. 

In the final phase, 
the winners were cho-
sen through live voting 
by a judging panel that 
included Mrs. Haya 
Sawan for the sport 
impact category, Mrs. 
Marriam Mossalli for 
the innovative art and 
design category, Ms. Maria Mahdaly 
for the entrepreneurship category, and 

Mrs. Kawthar Al-Arbash for the social 
services category, as well as, Mrs. Sa-
rah Dundarawy, Ms. Lara Mneimneh, 
and Ms. Al-Dana Juffali who joined 
the panel as general judges. 

With more than 300 businessmen, 
and businesswomen, and 
the society’s elite indi-
viduals in attendance, the 
awards were announced at 
a gala dinner in Jeddah. 
Each contestant presented 
her success story and the 
obstacles she faced to the 
judging panel. 

After the judges vot-
ed for each category, the 
awards were given to: Dr. 
Sarah Al-Abdulkarim for 
the social service catego-

ry, Ms. 
Yusra Abuljadayel 
for the sport im-
pact category, Ms. 
Lamia Al-Rumaih 
for innovative art 
and design catego-
ry, and Mrs. Nadia 
Al-Mulhim who 
won the entrepre-
neurship category 
award.

Mr. Khalid 
Juffali, Chairman 
of The Board of 
Ebrahim Juffali & 

Brothers Company, congratulated 
the winners and all the contestants 

who reached to the final phase of the 
award, and thanked them for their 
participation in Al-Thuraya Awards 
and how their success stories were 
a source of inspiration to everyone 
attending the ceremony. Mr. Juffali 

1ST AL-THURAYA AWARDS 
BY SHE’S MERCEDES

The first edition of Al-Thuraya Awards by She’s Mercedes was recently unveiled and 
launched by Juffali Automotive Company, the exclusive distributor for Mercedes-Benz 

passenger cars in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. 

also extended his appreciation to the 
judging panel for their great effort 
and valuable contribution.

Mr. Juffali added “She’s Mercedes 
platform has gained a global reputa-
tion in supporting and empowering 
women, as well as, highlighting their 
achievements. To reflect on that, 
Al-Thuraya Awards was launched 
specifically to support and empow-
er Saudi women, and to recognize 
women as a key aspect in the de-
velopment of the Kingdom of Saudi 
Arabia, which is an important ele-
ment towards achieving the objec-
tives of the 2030 vision”.

The 4 Winners from Al-Thuraya Awards.

“ She’s Mercedes 
platform has 

gained a global 
reputation in 

supporting and 
empowering 

women, as well as, 
highlighting their 
achievements. ”

Khalid Juffali
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Coperion Middle East Co. Ltd.
P. O. Box. 11021 

Street # 327 Sector G, Block 2, Lot # 31
Jubail 2 Industrial City 31961

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
GPS Coordinates:  

26° 59’ 16.0” N, 49° 26’ 32.8” E

Tel: +966 13 510 4420
info@coperion.com

> extruders   > feeders   > components   > pneumatic conveying   > complete systems

HIGH produCtIon ratEs? 
sMart tECHnoLoGY For 
autoMatEd proCEssEs.

 + Strict adherence to cGMP guidelines & standards, FDA approved materials

 + Very gentle product handling for maximum quality

 + Innovative sanitary and hygienic material handling solutions

 + High accuracy feeders for optimal ingredient delivery

 + Less downtimes due to fast, efficient cleaning

If you find automating your process is a must, 
look to us for your manufacturing and pro-
cess equipment. www.coperion.com/food 
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JIPCO TAKEN OVER 
DISTRIBUTORSHIP FOR 

MITSUBISHI FUSO  
TRUCKS & BUSES 

Juffali Industrial Products Company (JIPCO), Distributor of Mercedes-Benz Commercial 
Vehicles has taken over the distributorship for Mitsubishi FUSO Trucks & Buses, now 

providing commercial vehicle solutions to the KSA market ranging from 5.7 tons GVW 
to higher GVW.

Mitsubishi Fuso Truck & Bus 
Cooperation (FUSO), the 
leading Japanese commer-

cial vehicle manufacturer, has ap-
pointed Juffali Industrial Products 
Company (JIPCO) as their second 
FUSO distributor in Saudi Arabia. 
FUSO Trucks & Buses is a part of Ger-
man based Daimler Trucks, the world’s 
leading truck manufacturer. 

Daimler’s decision to appoint Juf-
fali Industrial Products Company has 
been based on JIPCO’s vast experience 
in distributing and servicing commer-
cial vehicles in the Kingdom. Since 
1976 E. A. Juffali & Brothers has rep-
resented Daimler Trucks in the King-
dom. Today JIPCO is representing the 
brands Mercedes-Benz, Western Star, 
Freightliner, Thomas Built Buses, MCV 
Buses, EvoBus, Fuso Trucks and Buses 
in Saudi Arabia.  

Heiko Schulze, CEO of Juffali In-
dustrial Products Company (JIPCO) 
and National Automotive Industry 
(NAI) stated “being a FUSO distribu-
tor in the Kingdom will bring a fresh 
perspective to the commercial vehicle 
market as a full range supplier. We are 
looking forward to complementing 
our portfolio with FUSO Trucks and 
Buses in the light and medium duty 
range.  We are confident that we will 
reach the same level of customer sat-
isfaction, which we have achieved in 
the Kingdom for decades.”

Schulze added, “Our dedicated 
FUSO team will invigorate the presence 
of FUSO in the Saudi market through 
our well-established network, availa-
bility of spare parts and a consultative 
selling approach.”  We will offer service 
solutions for our Fuso customers in 14 
locations throughout the Kingdom. 

Since 1932, FUSO has been known 
for manufacturing trucks & buses with 
trusted quality, fuel efficiency, sophis-
ticated technology, and committed 
services solutions. FUSO offers the 
most comprehensive products range in 
the industry and is well known for its 
iconic light-duty truck “Canter” with 
more than50 years of history. The me-
dium duty range FA/FI, the heavy-duty 
flagship truck FJ and the light duty bus 
Rosa forms the model range in Saudi 
Arabia. These products represent what 
FUSO stands for: “Efficient trucks that 
deliver safety and the best total cost of 
ownership to their customers”.
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CONTACT  
Abdulazeem Turki  
Head of Marketing FUSO  
a.turki@jipco.com.sa

JIPCO presenting their FUSO fleet.
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S timulate the local industry by supporting local man-
ufacturing, expanding exports and creating job op-
portunities: These are the overall goals of the NU-

SANED initiative – and V-LINE and SABIC have formed a 
strategic partnership as part of it. The global leader in MRO 
(Maintenance, Repair and Operations) supply and one of 
the world’s largest petrochemical manufacturers are joining 
forces to enable and support a broad range of opportunities 
for Saudi local industry, thus contributing to Vision 2030. 

On September 18, 2019, the joint memorandum of un-
derstanding was signed in Riyadh at a signing ceremony 
at SABIC headquarters. Fourteen other companies, inter-
national and Saudi, also took part in dedicating them-
selves to NUSANED. The program, launched by SABIC at 
the beginning of 2018, now includes a total of twenty-two 
companies and addresses topics like creating job opportu-
nities for Saudi nationals, increasing non-oil exports and 
empowering Kingdom companies collectively to be more 
competitive in the market. NUSANED created projects will 
have a value of SAR 4.3 billion and facilitate generation of 
nearly 1700 new jobs. 

In this context, V-LINE will be the international stra-
tegic partner for local manufacturing, holding the role as 
prequalification authority for NUSANED based on its 40 
years of business experience in Saudi Arabia. Furthermore, 
V-LINE will identify local demand and the possibility for 
scaling manufacturing beyond KSA. Thus, V-LINE will sup-
port small and medium-sized Saudi companies to increase 
exports. Also, in a joint team of V-LINE and SABIC repre-
sentatives possible future synergies will be discussed, bind-
ing V-LINE and SABIC in a promising strategic partnership. 

In fact, this partnership is the icing on the cake of 
many years of successful cooperation. Since the founding 
of SABIC, V-LINE has been an important supply partner. 
First it was every plant individually, as all SABIC affiliates 

were run by joint venture partners. As SABIC grew, V-LINE 
was always on-site, also developing models on how to best 
support the changes, importantly when the Shared Services 
Organization was formed taking all affiliates’ procurement 
under its auspices. 

After having changed business model from trader to 
procurement service provider, V-LINE was awarded SAB-
IC Supplier Awards three times between 2003 and 2006. 
V-LINE’s overall goal was always to create the maximum 
local value possible in the field of MRO supply – which 
evidenced itself when V-LINE established local presence 
and received a full Saudi local trading license. “The con-
stant partnership with SABIC was always alongside us and 
accompanied our business as a stable factor. This year, we 
were proud to receive the SABIC Supplier Award again”, 
stated Detlef Daues, CEO of V-LINE EUROPE. “We are al-
ready planning the next joint projects, taking the industry 
to a new digitalized level.” Shahzad Haider, CEO of V-LINE 
MIDDLE EAST, concluded: “The NUSANED initiative and 
Vision 2030 are our catalysts to constantly adapt our busi-
ness models to the new settings of digitalization, but never 
lose focus on our joint goals. We are very proud to be the 
international strategic partner of SABIC and are even now 
in the midst of the development and creation of new pro-
jects that will line-up in the long successful collaboration 
we have begun.”

Discussions in Saudi Arabia are also currently being held 
between V-LINE and PetroRabigh, where it is thought to es-
tablish a supply relationship based on Vested Outsourcing. 

V-LINE GROUP BOOSTS 
COMMITMENT TO LOCAL 
CONTENT CREATION IN 

SAUDI ARABIA
V-LINE becomes international strategic partner in SABIC’s NUSANED initiative 

CONTACT  
Janine Katzwinkel 
Marketing & PR Coordinator 
janine.katzwinkel@v-line.com
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Implications of Islamic law and strategies for 
securing claims not enforceable under Saudi 
Arabian law.

Continental European law tradition has had a sig-
nificant influence in shaping the legal regimes of 
the Near and Middle East. Saudi Arabian contract 

law, however, is still governed largely by Islamic law. 
Among the most noticeable consequence being restric-
tions pertaining to interest and implications for damage 
claims. The application of Islamic law, however, also has 
less well-known implications i.e. with respect to security 
instruments such as guarantees.

Under Saudi Arabian law, guarantees are conditional 
on the primary obligation they secure. Thus, where the 
primary obligation is unenforceable no recourse may be 
sought against the guarantor. This poses challenges for 
instances where the underlying transaction is an inter-
est baring loan. While conventional lending is permis-
sible where specific authorizations are provided, some 
obstacles remain when enforcing obligations arising out 
of such agreements as well as related 
guarantees. To avoid such difficul-
ties promissory notes may be utilized. 
Promissory notes – unlike guarantees 
– are not conditional on a primary ob-
ligation. They create independent ob-
ligations and are enforceable irrespec-
tive of the validity of the underlying 
primary obligation and may, there-
fore, be utilized to secure obligations 
that could be deemed unenforceable.

The scope of guarantees also is 
comparatively restricted under Saudi 
Arabian law. Comprehensive guaran-
tees that would secure all obligations 

possibly arising out of an agreement are not permitted. 
Such broad guarantees violate Islamic law as it requires 
that all rights and obligations arising out of an arising out 
of an agreement or undertaking must be determined or 
foreseeable at the time it is executed. Therefore, it is com-
mon practice in Saudi Arabia to either demand guarantees 
for specific debt or limits a guarantee to a specific amount.

Finally, upstream guarantees – thus, guarantees pro-
vided by companies in respect to the obligations of their 
shareholders – also are problematic. Whether these are 
permissible is thus far disputed. Some commentators ar-
gue that upstream guarantees would violate Art. 10 of 
Royal Decree M3 of 28/1/1437H which prohibits a com-
pany from paying out to its shareholders’ amounts that 
are not available for distribution. This view, however, 
fails to appreciate that a guarantee is a separate agree-
ment entered into the company and is independent of 

the internal relationship between the 
company and its shareholders. Fur-
thermore, when making a payment 
under a guarantee the company ac-
quires a claim against the sharehold-
er in the amount of that payment. 
Hence, from a financial perspec-
tive, the guarantee payment cannot 
be deemed a distribution of profits. 
Nonetheless, since Saudi Arabian 
courts have to date not taken a po-
sition on this issue, a risk remains 
that upstream guarantees would be 
deemed void under Saudi law by the 
competent courts.Ph
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TREATMENT 
OF SECURITIES 
UNDER SAUDI 
ARABIAN LAW

ALEXANDER & PARTNER 

RECHTSANWÄLTE MBB 
Nicolas Bremer 

Attorney 
nb@alexander-partner.com
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Uncovering Saudi Arabia’s pledge to the sustainability of the 
energy industry.

R
ethinking economic policies is essen-
tial for oil dependent countries to con-
sider other alternatives to prepare for 
the future of fossil fuels. Among the 
countries addressing these challenges 

is the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Today, the Saudi 
renewable energy market is still small, with less 
than 1% of its energy being renewable.  However, 
the Kingdom is committed to reduce its harmful 
carbon dioxide emissions though various means 
and is already working hard to develop their re-
newable energy sector. Saudi Arabia has been for 
decades a leading source of energy to the world. 
Home to more than 16% of global crude oil ex-
ports,  the Kingdom today is reshaping its energy 
history by adding renewables to the mix.

THE VISION
In 2016, detailed plans to liberate the Kingdom 
from oil dependency were announced by Crown 
Prince Mohammed bin Salman.  The ambitious 

Vision2030 includes comprehensive strategies to 
transform and develop nearly every sector, includ-
ing the energy market. Among the initiatives that 
the Kingdom is currently leading is the King Sal-
man Renewable Energy Initiative, which sets the 
framework for implementation of more sustaina-
ble energy production. Additionally, Vision2030 
promises to review the legal and regulatory frame-
work that allows the private sector to buy and in-
vest in the renewable energy sector. 

Guiding this aspiring energy transition is also 
the National Renewable Energy Program (NREP). 
Established in 2017, the program is designed to 
maximize the Kingdom’s potential for renewable 
energy in the coming years, and balance the do-
mestic power mix while reducing carbon dioxide 
emissions in line with the goals set for Vision2030.  
The NREP aims to significantly increase the share 
of renewable energy in the Kingdom’s total ener-
gy mix, with targets of generating of 27.3GW by 
2024 and 58.7 GW by 2030.  

THE 
KINGDOM’S 
GREEN FUTURE

SAUDI LEGAL NEWS
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RENEWABLE STARTUPS AND CONSTANT 
RESEARCH 
Apart from the NREP and the development of me-
ga-projects, there are many signs in other areas 
that demonstrate the Kingdom’s commitment to 
promote and apply renewables in its energy and 
power mix. For instance, a key player contrib-
uting to the growth of the industry is the King 
Abdullah University of Science and Technology 
(KAUST). Through its Innovation Fund, KAUST 
has successfully contrib-
uted to the development 
of multiple startups that 
offer solutions for the re-
newable energy market. 
Some examples of the 
major innovative start-
ups include ‘NOMADD’, 
which offers a robotic 
cleaning solution for so-
lar panels in harsh desert 
conditions. Conditions 
such as dust storms can 
make solar panels pro-
duce up to 60% less en-
ergy. NOMADD address-
es this challenge with a 
fully automated, robotic 
solution that is cost ef-
fective and requires no 
additional energy sourc-
es. ‘Medad Technologies’ 
is another example of a 
successful renewable en-
ergy startup. Medad uses 
solar energy in the desal-
ination process to create 
cheap, clean water, mak-
ing desalination more 
sustainable. 

A BRIGHT ‘GREEN FUTURE’
We see numerous examples that proves the King-
dom’s initiatives in applying renewables. The 
potential is tremendous because of its unique lo-
cation in the middle of the Sun Belt. We have wit-
nessed already a lot of growth, and a clear com-
mitment to renewable energy. In our view, we will 
experience large developments in this sector in the 
near future.     

CURRENT AND FUTURE UTILITY SCALE 
RENEWABLE ENERGY PROJECTS
Under the NREP, the Kingdom launched the first 
two utility scale renewable energy projects in 
2018: ‘Sakaka’, a 300 MW solar PV powerplant; 
and ‘Dumat Al-Jandal’, a 400 MW onshore wind 
project. Plans for developing more renewable en-
ergy projects are already taking place under the 
NREP. In 2019, following the successful financial 
close of the Dumat Al Jandal project, the Renew-
able Energy Project Development Office (REPDO) 
launched the tendering process for the second 
phase of the NREP that includes six new projects 
with a combined energy capacity of 1.47 GW. 
Phase three consists of additional six projects, 
which are on track to be tendered by the end of 
2019, with a further 1.58 GW of renewable ener-
gy capacity.  It should be noted that the projects 
require a minimum percentage of local content 
that will be calculated according to the mecha-
nism defined by the Local Content & Government 
Procurement Authority, which aims to increase the 
value added contribution of products and services 
to the Kingdom’s national economy. 

OTHER SIGNS OF RENEWABLE ENERGY 
COMMITMENTS
In addition to the above projects, the Saudi In-
dustrial Development Fund (SIDF), which acts as 
the primary financial enabler for the industrial 
transformation in line with Vision2030, opened 
applications for a recently launched program 
called ‘Mutjadeda’ that will give loans as much as 
SR 1.2 billion, targeting renewable-energy com-
ponent manufacturers and independent produc-
tion projects. Furthermore, the fund will finance 
firms in other sectors that seek to start utilizing 
renewables and offer the loans for both local and 
foreign-owned companies.  

Moreover, the Kingdom’s ‘mega-city- project 
NEOM is set to be the world’s largest carbon-free 
ecosystem, and the “globally leading hub for re-
newable energy”.  Another interesting carbon-free 
mega-project being developed in Saudi is the Red 
Sea Project. An ambitious luxury tourism devel-
opment, the Red Sea Project aims to be powered 
by renewable energy via solar and wind power, 
as well as making use of advanced technology to 
solve power storage problems that proved to be 
obstacles to renewable energy.     
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Legal Trainee  
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As in Germany, state projects 
or public contracts are also 
awarded in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia (KSA) through public 
tenders. The field of public tenders 
has traditionally been of particular 
importance, especially as the KSA has 
already started to provide in the years 
following the introduction (2016) of 
the national diversification programs 
“National Transformation Plan 2020” 
and “Vision 2030” hundreds of bil-
lions of dollars in infrastructure, 
welfare, education, health care, and 
tourism projects that are being redis-
tributed through public tenders. 

The legal and regulatory situation 
in the field of public procurement had 
already changed in the KSA in the 
context of the WTO accession of the 
kingdom in December 2005 and is 
currently in a state of upheaval as the 
KSA enacted again a new Government 
Procurement Law (Law) – Royal Decree 
M/128 on 13.11.1440 H. (16 July 2019). 
The Law will come into force 120 days 
after its publication in the Official Ga-
zette 29.11.1440 H (1 August 2019) and 
replaces the old Government Procure-
ment Law of 1427 H (2006).

An initial comparison between the 
two pieces of legislation reveals that 
the new Law has significantly gained 
in length and regulates the matter in 
more detail, precision and compre-
hension. This leads the legislator to 
leaving many further details to be 
spelled out in the Executive Regula-
tions to the Law (ER), yet to be enact-
ed. Hence, the following remarks re-

THE NEW SAUDI 
ARABIAN GOVERNMENT 

PROCUREMENT LAW
main partly speculative and can only 
provide rough outlines of the KSA’s 
new procurement structures.

A. AIMS, PERSPECTIVES AND 
GOALS
The reform drives to an increase of 
the predictability of procurement de-
cisions and to act more efficiently. 
Thus, the spelled out aims of the new 
Law itself are:
• to make the KSA’s government pro-

curement more adherent to organ-
ized procedures, and prevent the 
exploitation of influence and influ-
ence of personal interests therein, 
in order to protect public funds;

• to achieve the best value for public 
money when contracting for ser-
vices and procuring business at fair 
competitive prices;

• to promote fairness and competi-
tion, achieve equality and provide 
fair treatment to competitors,

• to ensure transparency in all busi-
ness and procurement procedures; 
and

• to promote economic development.

These aims are further spelled out 
in the guiding principles of the Law. 
Amongst these are the promotion of 
local companies and content, as well 
as the support SMEs and (locally) list-
ed joint stock companies are worth 
mentioning.

B. TENDERING UNDER THE LAW
1. SCOPE OF APPLICATION

The Law itself applies to the govern-

ment (i.e. public) entities e.g. the State, 
inc. Ministries, Provinces, Municipali-
ties and Government Authorities with 
independent legal personality. How-
ever, this does not include (wholly) 
government-owned enterprises such as 
Saudi Aramco, who will still maintain 
their own procurement rules and regu-
lations. Thus, the Law is of special in-
terest to those businesses which aim to 
take part in government projects and 
supply directly to the government and/
or government entities. It should be 
noted that a further important excep-
tion from many of the regulations of 
the Law applies in matters of defense 
and security (defense procurement).

The Law regulates the entire mat-
ter of government procurement in a 
holistic and encompassing approach. 
This includes the relevant institutions 
and instruments as well as kinds of 
contracts, the procurement procedure, 
the relationship between the contract-
ing parties, and means of review of 
procedures and decisions.

2. UNIFIED PROCUREMENT COMMITTEE

As an institution, the Unified Procure-
ment Committee (UPC –al-lajna al-
mukhtașșa bi-l-shirā’ al-muwaḥḥad) 
established by a decision of the KSA 
Council of Ministers has been en-
dorsed by the Law. This institution 
shall play a crucial strategical role 
in future procurement proceedings. 
It will revise relevant documents and 
draft samples and templates used in 
the procurement process. Moreover, 
the UPC has been entrusted to directly 
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interact with contracting parties and 
tender participants in cases where 
more then one government entity is 
involved. There, it will be the respon-
sible institution in almost all steps of 
procurement proceedings for so-called 
framework contracts.

3. CENTRALIZED PROCUREMENT PORTAL

Under the Law, a centralized procure-
ment portal (Portal) will be set up by 
the KSA Ministry of Finance (MoF) 
under the name of Etimad. It can be 
assessed under the following URL: 
https://monafasat.etimad.sa. This pro-
cedural vehicle lies at the core of the 
newly established procurement system 
and its proceedings. Relevant tenders 
will be announced through this portal, 
and necessary details disclosed. It is 
noteworthy that the Law also recog-
nizes the incremental improvement of 
smart facilities and provides for ordi-
nary paper procedures in case the Por-
tal cannot provide its services due to 
technical reasons. The Portal will also 
be used to facilitate the exchange of 
goods between government entities in 
the course of procurement. It is clearly 
intended as a tool to allocate resources 
in an optimal way and to make com-
plex procedures established by the Law 
feasible in practice in order to fulfill 
the above-mentioned aims of the Law.

4. TENDER DOCUMENTS

A pivotal role during tenders is giv-
en to the so-called tender document 
(wathīqat al-munāfasa) that has to 
be published on the Portal for each 
tender. This document has to contain 
conditions and descriptions relevant 
for each tender in a most quantifiable 
way. Furthermore, it has to disclose 
the standards for assessment eval-
uation of the individual bids in the 
tender. Depending on the tender re-
quirements, bidders may be subject to 
a pre-qualification. It should also be 
noted that nationalization and knowl-

edge transfer can be made mandatory 
by the Local Content & Government 
Procurement Authority upon respec-
tive approval of the MoF.

5. TENDER PROCEDURES & METHODS

Therefore, bids generally have to be 
submitted through the Portal in the 
time foreseen. Usually the bidding 
period is foreseen to be 90 days with 
a possible extension of 90 further 
days. Prices have to be submitted as 
gross prices. Any surcharges/mark-up 
or reductions have to be made clear. 
Surcharges/mark-ups or reductions in 
a different document or at a different 
time from the bids are not permissi-
ble. The government entity may ask 
for samples and has to announce the 
bidders’ names.

Bids will be ranked amongst par-
ticipants in accordance with price 
and the benchmarks set out in the 
document available for each tender 
through the Portal.

Tender methods foreseen by the Law 
are as follows:

A. GENERAL TENDER

The default procedure established 
by the Law is the general ten-
der (munãfasa ‘ãmma), to be an-
nounced through the Portal and 
open for (pre-qualified) partici-
pants. 
B. LIMITED TENDER

In certain scenarios, a limited ten-
der (munāfasa maḥdūda) is fore-
seen by the Law. These are:
• if the desired good or service is 

only available from a limited 
number of providers

• if the tender is limited to an 
amount not exceeding SAR 
500,000 (approx. EUR 120,000)

• timely matters
• if the desired goods or servic-

es are provided by non-profit 
organizations

• consultancy.

C. TWO-STAGE TENDER

More complex scenarios can be 
subjected to a two-stage tender.

D. DIRECT PURCHASE

Direct purchases can be made in 
case of defense equipment as well 
as if a matter of public security 
would be touched. Procurement 
not exceeding the general lim-
it of SAR 100,000 (approx. EUR 
25,000) may be carried out by di-
rect purchase. A priority in these 
cases is given to local SMEs. Di-
rect purchases can also be the way 
of choice if the provider is a single 
non-profit organization and in 
cases of a state of emergency.

E. FRAMEWORK AGREEMENTS

Despite the fact that the newly 
established structures – especially 
the UPC – foster the conclusion of 
framework agreements, the reg-
ulations in this matter are nearly 
fully left the ER yet to be enacted.

F. REVERSE ELECTRONIC AUCTION

The Law further provides for elec-
tronic auctions where bidders can 
bid with lower bids within a certain 
time frame. Again, most of the prac-
tical details are subject to the ER.

6. GUARANTEES

A. BID GUARENTEE

Together with the bid, bidders are 
required to submit a bid guar-
antee between 1-2 % of the bid 
value. The bidder may be released 
from this obligation under certain 
circumstances. In special cases, 
such as certain withdrawals of 
bids, the guarantee may not be re-
fundable either at all or for a spe-
cific time period.
 The Law establishes detailed pro 
cedures on how bids are to be 
opened, analyzed, and evaluat-
ed and who from the public side 
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is vested with which individual 
competences. A very notable fea-
ture of the Law is a standstill pe-
riod of 5 to 10 days after a tender 
decision. This shall give other ten-
dering parties a chance to ask for 
a revision of the decision.

B. FINAL GUARANTEE

A successful bid will result in a 
contract. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the final award is sub-
ject to a performance guarantee. 
A guarantee in the amount of 5% 
of the contract value issued by a 
specified banking institution must 
be presented within 15 days from 
the official notice of the award. 
The deadline can be expanded for 
further 15 days. In certain cases 
(e.g. contracts not exceeding SAR 
100,000 (approx. EUR 25,000)) 
the government entity can refrain 
from a guarantee at all.

C. CONTRACT & PERFORMANCE
1. CONTRACT CONCLUSION, AMEND-

MENTS & TERMINATION

Procurement contracts must at least 
be written in Arabic and the Ara-
bic wording has to be imperative for 
contractual interpretation. A formal 
contract document can be replaced 
by an exchange of correspondence 
in cases of the contract value not ex-
ceeding SAR 300,000 (approx. EUR 
75,000). For long-term contracts, a 
default maximum period of 5 years 
is established. Only the contract types 
foreseen by the ER may be used by 
government entities. Transfer of 
knowledge to and training of gov-
ernment employees may explicitly be 
included in the contractual provisions.

Contract prices, inc. those of 
framework contracts, may only be 
changed in explicit exceptional cases 
outlined by the Law and the ER. Vari-
ations in the contract may be ordered 
by the government entity due to fac-

tual reason in a framework of no more 
than 10% of the contract value in ad-
dition and 20% in reduction.

During contract performance, the 
government entity will evaluate the 
performance of the contractor as per 
the performance evaluation sample of 
the contractor.

A contractor may neither with-
draw from the contract nor may he 
sub-contract without permission of 
the government entity.

The government entity has to ter-
minate the contract in enumerated cir-
cumstances, e.g. bribery, bankruptcy, 
or unapproved withdrawal. The enti-
ty may terminate the contract at its 
discretionary authority in exemplary 
cases of delay, death, unapproved 
sub-contracting, or in case public in-
terest for the contract has ceased. The 
remaining parts of the contract may 
then be newly tendered.

2. PAYMENT & DELAY

Payment will essentially be in SAR. 
It is calculated based on the contract 
value, which includes all expenses in-
cluding fees and taxes. Advance can 
be paid in return for a bank guarantee 
of the same amount and in the limits 
to be established by the ER.

The government entity may im-
pose a late fee of no more then 6% 
of of the value of supply contracts 
and not exceeding 20% of the value 
of all other contracts. However, high-
er ratios may be applied with the ap-
proval of the MoF. The contract may 
also be continued and the late fee 
may be refrained from under certain 
circumstances. In breach of obliga-
tions continued after a warning, the 
government entity may withdraw 
the contract partly and let remaining 
parts be completed at expense of the 
breaching party.

D. DISPUTE RESOLUTION
The Law further provides for the 

Minister of Finance (Minister) to set 
up one or more committees for com-
plaints in the following matters: the 
award decision itself as well as vio-
lations of any procedures leading to 
the award, performance evaluation 
decisions, adjustment decisions of 
pricing. Decisions of such a commit-
tee shall be binding upon the gov-
ernment entity and are subject to 
provision of a guarantee from the 
complaining party. Furthermore, the 
Law explicitly grants a right of com-
plaint vis-a-vis the government enti-
ty which has to be addressed by the 
entity within 15 working days. With-
in three days thereafter or a negative 
decision, the complaining party has 
the right to approach the aforemen-
tioned committee for review of the 
decision within 15 further work-
ing days (30 days under exception-
al circumstances). During decision, 
time standstill period prolongs and 
in case of a sustained decision, the 
tender will be voided. If under cor-
rected procedures another competitor 
should be awarded, the originally 
awarded shall be given a chance to 
complain under similar circumstanc-
es. The Minister shall further set up 
one or more committees reviewing 
the contraventions of the contractors. 
Such a committee may exclude a vi-
olator from participation in further 
tenders or impose a financial fine of 
maximal 10 % of the gross value of 
his offer. Decisions from this com-
mittee can be enforced immediately 
and may be suspended by order of 
the administrative court. The same 
administrative court is competent for 
further judicial review of committee 
decisions within 60 days. Moreover, 
the administrative court is competent 
for adjudicating any compensation in 
case of any breach of obligation from 
the government entity. Optionally, a 
dispute can also be subjected to arbi-
tration if approved by the MoF.
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E. CONCLUSION
The new Law has been the result of 
intensive and thorough discussion and 
tries to tackle some of the core chal-
lenges the Kingdom faces in the frame-
work of its ambitions reforms especial-
ly outlined with in the Vision 2030.

A simple comparative glance at 
the size of this new piece of legisla-
tion and its predecessors already re-
veals the attempt to regulate in more 
detail. This is especially due to the 
large number of detailed regulations 
in which the law addresses govern-
ment entities directly. In the relation 
to the individual participant in a ten-
der, these might only become relevant 
when resulting into procedures that 

can be challenged vis-a-vis a govern-
ment entity, in a committee or court. 
Yet it shows the clear ambition to 
make tender proceedings as transpar-
ent and predictable as possible. This is 
a significant reform in the Kingdom’s 
legal environment and is put into a 
regional perspective also ranks the 
Kingdom very positively.

In the same regard, also centralized 
institutions such as the new UPC and 
the Portal should be seen. It is obvious 
that administrative procedures will be 
increasingly complex under the new 
legislation, this, however, should not 
be against interests of foreign bidders 
as their counterparts and rights have 
been clearly spelled out. Many of the 

Law’s details will, however, only be-
come fully clear for practical day to 
day work once the ER have been pub-
lished and evaluated.

All in all the new Government 
Procurement Law can be seen as sig-
nificant step of the Kingdom towards 
achieving its goals and visions and of-
fers an increased chance for interested 
parties to participate more successful-
ly in public procurement initiatives in 
Saudi Arabia.
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A
s the Deputy CEO of the German- 
Emirati Joint Council (AHK) and 
Managing Director of the AHK Of-
fice in Abu Dhabi Dr. Samra-Rohte 
has set up the Abu Dhabi office in 

2004. In her capacity as a Deputy CEO she was 
also coordinating market entry for Oman and Ku-
wait. Before her work in the UAE she worked at the 
Arab-German Chamber of Industry and Commerce 
(AHK) in Cairo, Egypt for three years as head of the 
economic division. Dr. Samra-Rohte obtained her 
PhD in Political Science at the Free University of 
Berlin (Freie Universität Berlin). 

What are the biggest opportunities and challeng-
es for German companies in the Saudi market?
The upcoming projects within the Saudi Vision 
2030 offer several opportunities for German com-
panies. Besides that, German companies are al-
ready present in numerous sectors and are con-
stantly enhancing their business opportunities. 
Just to name a few; healthcare, infrastructure, 
logistic, renewable energy/energy efficiency, water 
sector, etc. German quality is highly valued nev-
ertheless it is a price market. To be successful, one 
needs to be present in the market, which is a chal-
lenge for German SME companies despite being 
world market leaders in their specialization.  

You’ve been in the Gulf region for 15 years. 
What still amazes you up till now? 
The drive of the region to constantly innovate and 
transform and it seems not to run out of steam. 
Being in Saudi Arabia I think we will have inter-
esting years in front of us with a lot of economic 
and social developments to come.

You have been in the UAE before, what is the 
main difference between the two markets?
While on the one hand, both markets seem very 
similar, Saudi Arabia is clearly the bigger market 

Dr. Samra-Rohte is a recognized AHK 
counterpart in the Region for more 
than 15 years. Her thought leadership 
is regularly appreciated at national 
and international conferences for 
economic development and market 
entry topics. She is an expert for 
digital start-ups and focusing on 
female entrepreneurship. 

SPOTLIGHT:  
DR. DALIA  
SAMRA-ROHTE Dr. Dalia Samra-Rothe.
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“ Saudi Arabia: 
discover a land full of 
energy, innovation and 
welcoming people ”

Dr. Dalia Samra-Rohte

and with its 30 Mio population also interesting 
for consumer goods as well as manufacturing fa-
cilities. Compared to the UAE, Saudi Arabia has 
more local participation as the 
population is much bigger and 
a constant exchange and in-
teraction with Saudis. There-
fore, you learn more about the 
country.  

You are not only the first fe-
male Delegate but also moth-
er to 3 children. What is your advice to women 
going for a career in Saudi Arabia?
It is possible to be a good mother and dedicated 
to your job. Saudi Arabia is offering a good net-
work of schools or within the family to take care of 
the children which makes it easier for mothers to 
work. The new transformation is also giving wom-
en a perfect environment to pursue a career and 
I have met already several women in very good 
positions, and I am impressed by their motivation 
and spirit.

What can be the role of German businesses in the 
transformative (economic) process of Vision 2030? 
We have recently visited with 40 German compa-
nies Qiddiya, one of the mega projects with the 
2030 vision. The projects offer numerous possi-
bilities, e.g. the development of infrastructure, 
hospitality, real estate, motorsport or construc-
tion of sports facilities. Especially the tourism and 
hospitality sector which is completely new offers 
numerous cooperation opportunities for the sec-
tor. One of the aims of Vision 2030 is also to set 
up more manufacturing facilities. Being close to 
raw material as well as being the largest market in 
the region is an asset and considered by German 
companies. Innovation is also one of the drivers 
of 2030. Our Startup competition, which we will 
continue next year with hopefully 2 events is one 
of the contributions to it.

What is your favorite place in Riyadh so far? 
I have to admit that I have not seen that much yet 
and I have only started to discover the city with 
my family at the weekends. I love to go to the fruit 
and vegetable market and enjoy the atmosphere, 
but we are also looking forward to Desert trips 
once the weather gets cooler. 

What is your advice for young people striving 
for a successful career? 
Think about what you are good at, work hard, be 

ambitious and try to stick 
out. Although it might be a 
challenge never give up and 
go for it. There are a lot of 
lessons learned from failures 
Also it is always rewarding 
leaving your comfort zone.
How do you expect the re-
lationship between Saudi 

Arabia and Germany to evolve?
The upcoming Joint Economic Commission in De-
cember is a highlight in the relationship this year 
and will enhance the business relationship as well 
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Podium Session at the German-Arab Women Business 
Leader Summit 2018 moderated by Dr. Samra-Rothe.

as highlight the business opportunities offered in 
Saudi Arabia. As mentioned, the Vision 2030 is of-
fering room for more cooperation and enhance the 
economic relationship. So, I would say that there 
are good times ahead of us. 

What is your favorite City in Germany and why 
should everyone visit it at least once?
I am from Hannover but have to admit that Mu-
nich is my favorite city. I love walking around the 
English Garden. Furthermore, some business meet-
ings seem to be easier arranged in Munich during 
the summer than back here as a lot of the counter-
parts are spending the summer in Munich.
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T
here are few sectors that 
are enjoying as large an 
amount of global attention 
as the energy sector. Saudi 
Arabia is in an ideal situa-

tion to take advantage of this political 
and economic trend due to its abun-
dance of natural resources. Within the 
context of its Vision 2030, the King-
dom is investing a huge amount of 
resources into diversifying the energy 
sector. By 2030, Saudi Arabia intends 
to generate almost 60 GW of electric-
ity from renewables, a monumental 
increase from the 22 MW that were 
being produced in 2015.

While the principle goal is a di-
versification of energy production, 
an instrumental part of achieving 
this challenge that often goes unno-
ticed is tackling energy consumption. 
In general, energy usage in the GCC 
is among the highest in the world. 
Roughly 70% of residential homes in 
Saudi Arabia were not thermally in-
sulated in 2016. If the current energy 
usage trend were to continue, Saudi 
Arabia would not be able to cover its 
own energy demand by the middle of 
the century. 

80% of the energy usage of the 
Kingdom is related to the inefficient en-
ergy consumption of air conditioners, 
lacking insulation, lighting, and other 
preventable causes. Average energy 

consumption in buildings has risen 
over 200% since 2000. To continue the 
country-wide trend of moving away 
from an over-reliance on oil, these are 
factors that have been identified as 
areas of great development potential. 
Reducing energy usage is absolute-
ly necessary to meet the Vision 2030 
targets. However, contrary to what one 
might expect, this does not have to be 
achieved by sacrificing growth. 

Because so much of the energy 
used in Saudi Arabia is wasted, energy 
efficiency measures are a net-benefit. 
These include not only smart-meter-
ing measures and new building stand-
ards, but also comprehensive retrofit 
programs – often with short buyback 
periods. By implementing these meas-
ures against a larger initial invest-
ment, real estate owners and property 
managers can save money long-term 
while also helping the Kingdom as a 
collective grow more sustainably. 

The principle authority involved in 
executing this project is the Saudi En-
ergy Efficiency Center (SEEC), which, 
through its Saudi Energy Efficiency 
Program (SEEP), has kicked off many 
initiatives (including formal regulation 
and spreading awareness) to help re-
duce the unnecessary consumption of 
energy. In October, we were also happy 
to invite The National Energy Services 
Company Tarshid to our office to in-

troduce themselves and the market to 
German companies as part of our joint 
webinar with the Renewables Academy 
(RENAC). Through its successful retro-
fit program, Tarshid is equipping many 
commercial and government buildings 
with up-to-date energy efficiency 
measures by acquiring and overseeing 
projects and providing funding mech-
anisms, thereby also functioning as an 
opportunity for investment portfolio 
diversification. 

Because of the large potential to 
save energy in the Kingdom, many 
developments are now underway. Es-
pecially smart buildings that consist-
ently measure their own usage and 
auto-regulate accordingly give us an 
insight into how the houses and offic-
es of the future will look. 

Through SABIC’s own Home of In-
novation, these developments are also 
present in the Kingdom. 

Energy efficiency is a key issue 
in line with Vision 2030. Through 
reduced energy usage, Saudi Arabia 
will have a larger proportion of its oil 
production available for export, mak-
ing consumption reduction initiatives 
profitable all sides. The GESALO of-
fice is also hosting several upcoming 
delegations within this context. In 
November, a delegation of German 
business representatives within the 
renewable energy sector will visit the 
Kingdom. In April, we will also host 
a delegation for companies that pro-
duce solutions for energy efficiency in 
commercial buildings. We are excited 
to introduce more German companies 
to the market and are looking forward 
to seeing what innovative solutions 
Saudi Arabia will implement in the 
coming years.

CONTACT  
Dorian Lötzer 
DEinternational Consultant 
loetzer@ahk-arabia.com

Webinar: Mudhyan AlMudhyan (Tarshid), Dorian Lötzer, Dr. Samra-Rohte & Jan Müller.
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I
n 2018 Saudi Arabia took its first serious 
steps in what is set to be a new era of re-
newable energy development. The Renew-
able Energy Project Development Office 
(REPDO), part of the Saudi Ministry of En-

ergy and Mineral Resources (MoEMR) awarded 
the 300MWp Sakaka Solar project—the first of its 
kind in the Kingdom—for a record low price. A 
similarly striking price was also achieved at the 
tender of a 400MWp wind project at Dumat Al 
Jandal.

At the utility scale, there are few structural ob-
stacles standing in the way of the Kingdom’s aims 
of reaching its ambitious target of 27.3 GWp of 
installed renewables capacity by 2023, equivalent 
to a third of overall projected generation capacity 
in the mid-2020s.  If a truly sustainable, localized 
renewables industry is to take off in Saudi Ara-
bia, distributed generation (solar on the rooftops 
of homes and business) must do a lot of the heavy 
lifting. The ability of the state to build a healthy 
and vibrant private sector renewables ecosystem 
will be a litmus test for some of the broader eco-
nomic reforms it is attempting to undertake. Clever 
and flexible green finance will determine whether 
a local distributed industry can get off the ground, 
and the state can be a catalyst in allowing the in-

dustry to leapfrog challenges faced elsewhere and 
make up for lost time.

WHY DISTRIBUTED ENERGY RESOURCES 
ARE VALUABLE 
With the rise of renewables, distributed energy re-
sources (DER) are becoming an increasingly impor-
tant segment of the global energy mix—according 
to Navigant Research’s Global DER Deployment 
Database report,  DER installations are estimated to 
increase at a double digit compound annual growth 
rate between 2019 and 2025, with solar installa-
tions representing half of the anticipated growth.2 
These generation assets produce energy at a small-
er scale and closer to the point of use than con-
ventional centralized plants. Although distributed 
generation is generally more expensive to install 
on a unit of capacity basis ($/kWp), the proximity 
to the point of consumption means that power does 
not have to be run long distance through expensive 
transmission and distribution networks, avoiding 
the associated losses and costs. As a result, distrib-
uted generation can be cost-competitive on a unit 
of energy consumed ($/kWh) basis, often referred 
to as the levelized cost of energy (LCOE). In addi-
tion, a more granular and dispersed energy genera-
tion network is more resilient, with outages in any 

THE GREEN FINANCE 
GAP IN THE KINGDOM

Aerial shot rooftop solar.
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one part having a lesser impact overall. Finally, 
DER can be quicker to deploy at scale because large 
centralized power projects depend on the effective 
sponsorship, planning and project management of 
governments, without which significant delays and 
setbacks are likely. 

Creating a favourable environment for pri-
vate-sector development of DER is therefore a 
relatively appealing and straightforward way for 
governments to accelerate progress towards their 
renewables targets and energy transition, com-
plementing the public-sector development of 
centralized power plants. This is doubly true in 
Saudi Arabia as it attempts to undertake a series 
of economic reforms, typified by Vision 2030 and 
the National Transformation Program, that aim to 
shift the onus of growth from the bloated public 
sector to the private sector. 

A further benefit of developing a healthy DER 
ecosystem would be increasing the local content 
of the renewable energy elements of the Saudi me-
ga-projects announced over the past 24 months 
(REPDO, NEOM, Softbank etc). If a well-estab-
lished local DER market existed, local companies 
would be more likely to be able to contribute to 
large projects, and foreign companies might also 
consider establishing a more permanent presence 
on the ground, producing inputs, creating jobs 
and driving economic growth. The number of so-
lar firms, both local and foreign, based in the UAE, 
with its well-established local DER market, is a 
good example of this.

The development of DER projects is driven by 
the price of electricity from the grid, and the cost 
of the alternatives, both of which are determined 
by a combination of market forces and govern-

ment manipulation through subsidies and regula-
tion. In Saudi Arabia today, the LCOE for solar is 
lower than the cost of electricity from the grid for 
many large energy consumers, and the consensus 
is that this gap will only get larger as energy sub-
sidies continue to be lifted over the coming years 
and the cost of solar components continues to de-
cline. As an example, the tariff paid by large com-
mercial consumers, like a shopping mall or ware-
house, is 0.30 SAR/kWh, and the LCOE of rooftop 
solar could easily be below 0.20 SAR/kWh. This 
presents an opportunity for energy consumers to 
make long-term savings by developing DER today.

THE GREEN FINANCE GAP
Even though developing distributed solar photo-
voltaic (PV) systems is already economically viable 
for many energy consumers in the Kingdom, the 
size of the savings is subject to some uncertain-
ty, being dependent on the rate of subsidy reform 
pursued by the state (see Figure 1). This means 
energy consumers are faced with investment de-
cisions characterized by large potential savings 
over a 30-year period with relatively low risk of 
outright losses, but a high upfront capital com-
mitment to an unfamiliar technology, with uncer-
tain project payback periods of around 7-10 years. 
For many heavy energy users in the commercial 
and industrial sectors, this is not yet a convinc-
ing investment case. Diverting significant capital 
away from their core businesses is unappealing, 
even if internal rates of return (IRRs) are likely to 
be 10-15% or higher over the full project lifetime. 
Note on scenarios: A) tariffs increase by inflation 
only, averaging 2% per annum; B) tariffs increase 
to 46hl (Dubai’s current price) by 2025, and Ph
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then with inflation thereafter; and 
C) tariffs increase to 63hl by 2025, 
with inflation thereafter. The distance 
between the Solar PV line and each 
scenario line is indicative of the return 
on investment (ROI).

For another category of inves-
tors however, these metrics make 
for a very interesting proposition. 
The prospect of relatively low-risk, 
double-digit IRRs over long-time 
horizons of 25-30 years is very ap-
pealing to asset managers and large 
institutional investors, particularly 
those comfortable with the underly-
ing technology (solar PV being relia-
ble and well established) and the local 
macro-economic outlook.

This presents an opportunity al-
ready familiar to many working with 
DER worldwide, namely the possi-
bility of bridging the finance gap by 
offering power purchase agreements 
(PPAs) or leases of distributed gen-
eration assets to energy off-takers, 
financed by larger institutional in-
vestors. Under such models off-takers 
stand to benefit from lower cost en-
ergy with little to no price risk over 

time and no upfront capital commit-
ments, while specialist investors can 
lock-in above average rates of return 
over long time horizons. The invest-
ment risks can be relatively low, par-
ticularly with the right approach to 
evaluating off-taker credit risk and 
the aggregation of large numbers of 
projects spanning different locations 
and sectors.

WHY THE GAP PERSISTS
At present in Saudi Arabia the eco-
nomic case for such solutions is 
strong and there are plenty of inter-
ested players on either side of the gap, 
both off-takers and investors. The 
finance gap stub-
bornly persists and 
remains a major 
bottleneck holding 
back renewable en-
ergy development. 

In general, the 
Saudi finance sec-
tor is relatively 
conservative, of-
ten waiting for the 
state to explicitly 

take the lead in opening a new space 
for investment. In the case of green 
finance, unfamiliar project and tech-
nology risks and the challenges as-
sociated with the residual value of 
renewables assets, are cause for some 
hesitation.

The scale of DER project finance 
is also a major challenge. Although 
the underlying project structures 
and cash flows are similar in nature 
to more conventional non-recourse 
lending models, DER project debt re-
quirements are typically less than $10 
million, which does not justify the 
considerable legal and due diligence 
costs that are normal with ticket sizes 

in the hundreds 
of millions. 
Lending at this 
scale could 
benefit from a 
more wholesale 
approach with 
pre-defined el-
igibility criteria 
and the aggre-
gation of nu-
merous projects 

ABOUT
Rowan Jandu is a co-founder at 
Haala Energy, a commercial scale 
solar developer based in Saudi 
Arabia. Faris Al Sulayman is also a 
cofounder at Haala Energy and a 
Research Fellow at the King Faisal 
Centre for Research and Islamic 
Studies in Riyadh.

Figure 1: Cost of a typical commercial scale solar PV system under different tariff scenarios:
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Solar PV
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(ideally across different sectors) to re-
duce risk—principles that are already 
well established in the mortgage and 
car leasing markets.

In addition to these sector specific 
challenges, the general liquidity situ-
ation in Saudi has tightened consid-
erably over the last two years as in-
terest rates have risen in line with the 
US Federal Reserve, and outstanding 
domestic sovereign debt has risen to 
over SAR 500 billion ($150 billion) 
as of the end of 2018, with a plan to 
reach $181 billion in outstanding debt 
by the end of 2019.

The combination of these factors 
means that limited-recourse debt is 
not generally available for DER pro-
ject developers.

BRIDGING THE GAP
In lieu of a more rapid removal of en-
ergy subsidies which may be political-
ly sensitive and further slowdown an 
already sluggish economy, the state 
can play a role in bridging this gap 
and stimulating DER project devel-
opment by assuming some of the risk 
on behalf of the private sector. Once a 
history of local commercial operation 
is established, private sector finance 

should be more 
fo r thcoming . 
This could be 
done in several 
ways, both di-
rectly and indi-
rectly. 

As a rela-
tively straight-
forward and 
low-cost op-
tion, the state 
could offer a 
loan guarantee 
program to lo-
cal banks and 
establish a set 
of standards 

that can be used 
to assess the bankability of projects. 
The Ministry of Finance already has 
a similar program to sup-
port start-ups and small 
business called Kafalah, 
and the same framework 
can be expanded to in-
clude project finance. The 
US Department of Energy, 
through its Title XVII pro-
gram, and India’s Renew-
able Energy Development 
Agency, are two large pro-
grams that could be emu-
lated.

In anticipation of the 
growth of a secondary 
market for solar assets, 
the state can also provide 
debt directly to business-
es choosing to invest in 
their own solar projects. 
The Saudi Industrial Development 
Fund (SIDF) has several similar debt 
products for industrial clients and is 
set to roll out a more tailored product 
aimed specifically at energy efficiency 
improvements soon. Such a program 
could be expanded to include com-
mercial entities, who in fact pay the 
highest electricity tariffs and there-

fore have the strongest investment 
case for solar. Similar tried and tested 
debt programs have been developed 
by the EBRD, various governments, 
as well local and international clean 
energy funds. A step in between a 
loan guarantee program and direct 
lending would be an on-lending pro-
gram through commercial banks, like 
the Green Initiative developed by the 
European Investment Bank. 

Ultimately, the state has several 
ways to bridge the finance gap and 
depending on its fiscal capabilities 
and appetite for exposure it can use 
one or more of these tools to provide 
a boost to the industry. More broadly, 
the emergence of smart and flexible 
finance options for the distributed so-
lar market is typically the kind of de-
velopment that trails the birth of the 

industry by a few years. Given the pro-
longed low energy cost environment 
in the Kingdom however, the state 
playing a role in bridging the finance 
gap would allow the industry to leap-
frog some of these traditional hurdles, 
and in doing so, make up for lost time.Ph
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Member of the Haala Energy team inspects steel understructure 
of rooftop project.

Member of Haala Energy team installs so-
lar module on rooftop project in Jeddah.
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the performance 
of solar panels 
and inverters. So, 
offering com-
ponents able to 
withstand higher 
temperature and 
sand storms are 
crucial points 
for success of in-
troducing these 
products in the 
market. 

Another les-
son learned from 
automotive in-
dustry is how the 
Saudi consumer 
prioritizes af-
ter-sales servic-
es and product 
availability in the market, over the quality and 
cost. This lesson is especially crucial for inverter 
manufacturers, and leading Chinese and Europe-
an competitors were aware of it, before even the 
market actually started, as they started to build up 
their teams and service centers. Thus, for German 
inverters to claim their market share, establishing 
a strong partnership with local distributors and 
service teams with solid know-how and skills is 
a key to make their brand-names as known as 
Mercedes, Siemens, SAP to name few.
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SOLAR ENERGY: 
MADE IN GERMANY, 
DESIGNED FOR KSA
Since 2010, with the announcement of establishing 
K.A.CARE, and the World stood on one-foot 
anticipating the start of renewable energy program 
in the Kingdom. 

N
ow, after almost 10 years, Renew-
ables are reality that is happening 
and talked about everyday in vari-
ous businesses, yet its kick-start can 
be best described as slow and shy. 

However, even in its late and slow start, the 
market has been extremely attractive for interna-
tional companies, who are looking for their market 
share of the promised gigawatts to be introduced 
to the Saudi grid.

From their sides, German manufacturers, devel-
opers and engineers have also joined forces into this 
competition, participating in every tender, confer-
ence, delegation and exhibition concerning the sec-
tor. Yet competing against other dominating players 
from China, USA and Europe has proven tougher in 
the Saudi Market, where German-Quality has yet to 
prove its value. 

THE SAUDI MARKET CHALLENGES: 
HEAT, DUST AND SERVICE
A key aspect in penetrating the Saudi energy mar-
ket is tailor-making solutions and products that 
meet the exact challenges and demands. A common 
old mistake from the 70s was ignoring the need for 
air conditioning and dark windows in automotive, 
which made German autos less attractive to Saudi 
drivers. These features gave US and Japanese autos 
a kick start and bigger market share in the Gulf back 
then, that still dominating until today.

When thinking today of solar energy, the chal-
lenges remains similar: heat and dust are vital for 

Privat Villa Avencis, Riyadh.
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GERMAN ENGINEERED LOCAL 
CONTENTS
With the introduction of its renewable energy pro-
gram. Knowledge is the key. Therefore, one main 
pillar of the solar energy is localization and knowl-
edge-transfer. Winning bids for REPDO projects 
must have at least 35% local contents, and many 
local industries are looking into participating into 
this, from cable manufacturers, to steel workshops 
until electronics giants. Yet, with unclarity in the 
regulations and price competition, international 
manufacturers are still uncertain whether to step 
into localization or not. 

For German manufacturer and technolo-
gy-leaders, this opportunity could look different: 
Local contents might include know-how transfer, 
capacity building, and technology consultations. 
Some research and training institutes have already 
taken advantages of these points, establishing part-
nership to offer their trainings or conduct in-field 
researches with Saudi partners. Other manufactur-
ers have offered OEM products or their patents for 
local industries to build on them. Developing these 
two streams and supporting them, thus, would en-
sure that German Renewable industry would re-
main dominating and ahead of its competitors in 
the Saudi Market.

SOLAR ENERGY: NICHE MARKET OR 
COMMODITY (BUILT TO LAST VS PRICE 
SENSITIVE)
Years back, the aim of PV industry was to reach 
grid parity in order to make solar energy eco-

nomically viable. In many corners of the world, 
Grid parity was reached back in between 2010 to 
2014, which transformed the industry from niche 
products into global commodity. Prices of com-
ponents were monitored and traded globally, and 
supply-demand were affected by announcements 
of Global-Mega projects and political decisions as 
well as new regulations and tariffs.

This made the solar market to be strong-
ly price-driven, and increased the international 
competition, where China dominated over 70% 
of the productions. However, for German prod-
ucts to maintain their market-share, their focus 
was on niche projects and specialized solutions, 
where advanced technologies are still required. 
For instant, Façade-integrated, colored or 
semi-transparent PV modules are becoming pop-
ular among architects and real estate developers 
to be used as building material. Another exam-
ple is storage-based systems, where peak shav-
ing, load-shifting and other energy management 
solutions are required. German products are still 
leading development of these solutions and have 
great opportunities to stay dominating this niche 
markets if focusing on them rather than compet-
ing with price-oriented sectors.

FINANCING IS THE KEY
Over the past years, it became clear to all players 
in solar sector that the key for success was based 
on having the right finance. Vertically integrat-
ed companies, international funds and banks, 
local investors were all drivers behind growth, 
more than role played by brands or technologies. 
Therefore, the collaboration of German compa-
nies with EU financing institutes and developers 
is an important way to enforce German products 
to be used in mega-scale projects. This exercise 
is obviously used by Chinese and American com-
petitors with noticeable success, thus collabo-
ration with EU-funds would be crucial for the 
growth of German solar industry in the MENA 
emerging markets. 
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SMA Sunny Central Inverters 
installed in harsh desert 

condition in KSA

CONTACT  
Hamzeh Buqaei 
COO 
hamzeh@riyadhrenewable.com
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COMMUNICATING 
SUSTAINABILITY
Communicating sustainability remains a complex topic and has generally been 
addressed using specialized scientific language and publications, or over-
simplified to the point of disservice to the sustainability goals.

R
ecognizing the gaps be-
tween academia, policy, and 
society as a whole, the team 
behind AEON Strategy de-
veloped AEON Collective, 

a research entity operating in parallel 
to AEON Strategy, with the objective 
of convening and propagating knowl-
edge that will shed light on sustainable 
practices and exploring ideas that could 
contribute to development and progress.

The mission of this collective 
is to enhance dialogue and harness 
discussions to advance cooperation 
and efforts towards development. By 
encouraging and mobilizing collab-
oration between academia, industry, 
business, policy makers, and thought 
leaders, AEON Collective is building 
a dynamic “knowledge community” 
that generates and shares ideas, ex-
pertise, and experiences through mul-
tiple activities and initiatives.

THOUGHT PAPERS
At AEON Collective, the journey begins 
with a “Spark” an idea or a thought 
which is communicated in the form of 
a publication, and then circulated for 
an open peer review process to ensure 
scientific validity. An array of multi-
disciplinary experts are then invited to 
respond to this thought with their ex-
pert contributions, thus adding “Fuel”. 
These “Thought Paper” series are the 
first step of turning an idea or a theo-
ry into a practical approach in order to 

solve the challenges that communities 
face. In a lot of ways this iterative pro-
cess of writing identifies the missing 
links in an idea or an approach and 
could help in placing ideas on the right 
path. Thought Papers are intended to 
act as a concise, initial exploration 
of an idea, and are supported by Fact 
Sheets that define underlying concepts.

KNOWLEDGE SERIES
An idea, especially if nascent, needs 
a comfortable space to grow and de-
velop. Likewise, a suitable platform is 
necessary to share efforts and achieve-
ments, one which also allows for chal-
lenges to be discussed and new con-
cepts to be better understood. AEON 
Collective’s knowledge series acts a 
propagator and convener of infor-
mation through multiple initiatives, 
such as the Saudi Sustainability Talks 
series, a collaborative effort aimed at 
creating a safe zone for sustainabil-
ity professionals, policy makers and 
professionals who would benefit from 
incorporating sustainable practices 
into their activities to discuss topics, 
ideas, progress, opportunities and 
challenges. AEON also arranges and 
hosts specialized workshops intended 
to discuss technical and specialized 
topics, and conducts and co-produces 
lectures, videos, podcasts and art as 
part of its General Knowledge Series 
Program that focus on outreach to 
non-experts. Ph
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY IN THE 
CONTEXT OF SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT
Energy efficiency is a vital component 
of sustainable energy consumption 
that leads to a better quality of life. 
There is a rudimentary need for both 
collecting and having access to data in 
order to measure behaviour, and assist 
in reaching a healthy, comfortable lev-
el of energy efficiency and sufficien-
cy. consulted on energy efficiency in 
commercial and residential projects in 
the Kingdom, AEON has identified the 
gaps that are vital to achieving an op-
timal level of progress on efficiency. In 
addition to data shortages, barriers ex-
ist on the financial and technical side, 
such as a lack of lending for energy 
efficiency projects and limited supply 
of appliances that can withstand Sau-
di Arabia’s harsh weather conditions 
and temperature extremes. For almost 
a decade, local institutions have been 
working on developing and enhancing 
standards to ensure solutions are opti-
mized for the local environment. AEON 
has therefore taken upon itself to work 
with such institutions and regulating 
bodies to ensure that available solu-
tions are sound and in harmony with 
the surrounding environment as part 
of its responsibility to its clients and 
the Saudi consumer.

The combination of awareness pro-
grams, energy price reforms, and tax-
ation policies have been conducive to 
the increase in interest in energy effi-
ciency measures rational consumption. 
Nonetheless prices remain relatively 
low, with half of the residential sector 
consuming less than 2000 kWh/month 
and 21% between 2000 - 4000 kWh/ 
month at a rate of USD 0.04/kWH 
while 60% of the commercial sector 
consumes above 8000 kWh/month at 
a rate of USD 0.08/kWh. *

In light of such reforms, coupled 
with the need to find technological 
solutions to increase rational consump-

AEON STRATEGY 
A sustainable development advisory 
firm born out of Riyadh, Saudi Ara-
bia, AEON Strategy follows a unique 
approach. They bridge the gap be-
tween theory and practice and be-
lieve in optimizing and enhancing 
tangible and intangible structures 
to advance a higher quality of sus-
tainable living. Their strength lies 
in their collaborative nature and 
ability to build strong and healthy 
ecosystems that rely on collective 
effort through a network of di-
verse stakeholders. They design the 
building blocks necessary to move 
sustainability forward, serving as an 
architect within the sustainability 
ecosystem in Saudi Arabia.

AEON Strategy office.

tion, AEON is working with its partners 
to develop dashboards that take smart 
thermostats to another level of utility, 
covering a wider range of appliances 
and energy consuming devices. The 
idea is to seamlessly assist consumers 
in reaching a more sustainable level of 
energy consumption without compro-
mising comfort, by enabling them to 
become more aware of their consump-
tion behaviours and identify a comfort-
able level of sufficiency throughout.

Operating under the belief that uni-
versal, cross-disciplinary collaboration 
is vital for sustained progress, AEON 
takes a comprehensive approach to 
sustainability with emphasis on the in-
tersections of energy, environment, and 
socioeconomic elements. A sustainable 
development advisory firm born out 
of Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, AEON Strat-
egy follows a unique approach. They 
bridge the gap between theory and 
practice and believe in optimizing and 
enhancing tangible and intangible 
structures to advance a higher quality 
of sustainable living. Their strength lies 
in their collaborative nature and ability 
to build strong and healthy ecosystems 
that rely on collective effort through a 
network of diverse stakeholders. They 
design the building blocks necessary to 
move sustainability forward, serving as 
an architect within the sustainability 
ecosystem in Saudi Arabia.

*ECRA, 2018. Tariff Consumption. 
Last (Accessed 6 September 2019). 
https://www.ecra.gov.sa/en-us/ 1 
ECRARegulations/ElectricityTariff/Pag-
es/Tariffconsumption.aspx

MORE INFORMATION  
admin@aeonstrategy.com 
COLLABORATION 
collaborate@aeoncollective.org

MASHAEL ALSHALAN & NOURA 
AL-SAUD are the Founding Partners of 
Aeon Strategy
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MIDDLE EAST’S FUTURE 
LEADERS FOR RENEWABLE 

ENERGIES?
The Kingdom of Saudi Arabia’s Public and Private Companies have high ambitions.

CLIMATE CHANGE, FRIDAY FOR FUTURE, 
GLOBAL WARMING
We read and hear about these topics regularly in national 
and international news. The dissatisfaction of the young, 
of the public and of policy makers are growing and the 
search for new solutions is 
becoming a high priority. 

The investment in re-
newable energy technology 
is growing at a very fast 
rate. Political, social and 
economic interests have 
converted solar and wind 
farms into very attractive 
solutions in many parts of 
the world. The competitive-
ness of these technologies 
and the positive impact on 
controlling climate change 
have convinced also the 
more adverse. Not only 
in western countries, but 
everywhere in the world 
renewable energies are one 
of the answers to climate 
change, and an important 
component of any mean-
ingful action. The Kingdom 
of Saudi Arabia (KSA) as 
well has raised its renewa-
bles ambitions significantly.

A new renewable ener-
gy strategy has been devel-
oped in Saudi Arabia, and 
the interest of the govern-
ment and of investors in 
this field has been growing 
since 2016. This is con-

firmed by the new solar targets of Saudi Arabia as well. 
The solar installation target for 2023 has been raised from 
5.9 GW to 20 GW, the overall renewables target has been 
revised up from 9.5 GW to 27.3 GW. REDPO (Saudi Renew-
able Energy Project Development Office) has set an even 

more challenging target to 
be reached by 2030: one 
of 40 GW for solar and 
58.7 GW for renewables 
overall.

Even if the renewa-
ble energies’ development 
in Saudi Arabia has been 
described over the years 
as a roller coaster and the 
share of renewables in 
total installed power gen-
eration capacity in 2018 
was approximately 0.2% 
(IRENA, Renewable ener-
gy: market analysis, GCC 
2018), the new ambitious 
target seems to be rea-
sonable considering the 
growing population, the 
energy demand in Saudi 
Arabia increasing by more 
than 60% over the past ten 
years (IRENA, Renewable 
energy: market analysis, 
GCC 2018), the very high 
solar irradiation of the 
region and the available 
capital looking for attrac-
tive investment opportu-
nities.

As in many countries, 
some of the biggest chal-

The solar installation target in Saudi Arabia for 2023 has been 
raised from 5.9 GW to 20 GW.
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lenges in actually achieving these goals remain the reg-
ulatory framework and the right policy instruments. The 
government has shown a very high interest in pushing this 
progress. The Ministry for Energy took over the respon-
sibility from the previously separate ministries of oil and 
electricity.

Through the National Renewable Energy Program sev-
eral auctions mainly for solar power have been planned. 
In February 2018, ACWA Power awarded the first utili-
ty-size renewable energy plant in the country (300 MW 
solar photovoltaics, PV in short, at Sakaka), setting a new 
world record price low of 2.34 cent/kWh. A Saudi Power 
Procurement Company, subsidiary of the Saudi Electricity 
Company, has supported it with a 25 years power purchas-
ing agreement (PPA).

Not only in Saudi Arabia, but the entire GCC region has 
introduced new sustainable energy targets as we learn from 
IRENA’s (International renewable energy agency) renewa-
ble energies market analysis, published at the beginning of 
this year.

It is expected to see a progress in 
the development of utility size projects 
(PV and wind technologies) and also 
of mid-size distributed PV solutions, 
mainly for the Commercial & Industrial 
(C&I) markets and off-grid areas.

In order to expand this niche mar-
ket in Saudi Arabia and in general in 
GCC, subsidies reforms must encourage 
to self-generate electricity as well. Up 
to now in the GCC the electricity tariffs 
have been too low to push this progress.

Nevertheless, more countries have encouraged the 
growth of decentralized power generation via renewables 
approving new reforms. The Electricity and Cogeneration 
Regulatory Authority in the KSA introduced a net meter-
ing scheme for residential PV in 2017 under “Small-Scale 
Solar PV Systems Regulations” (https://www.pv-maga-
zine.com/2017/08/10/saudi-arabia-issues-net-metering-
scheme-for-small-scale-solar/).

Signs of encouragement come also from Abu Dhabi, 
where a new net-metering regulation has been introduced 
to support the C&I market and PV rooftop applications, and 
from Dubai, which launched a new program that allows 
customers to generate electricity for their own use and to 
feed any excess into the grid.

The interest in the renewable energy market in Middle 
East has been shown not only by the local new policies and 
targets, but also by several private local and internation-
al corporates. Project developers, insurers and consultants 

offer more and more services in this region to ensure an 
healthy development of renewables.

Allianz Saudi Fransi, together with the support of Al-
lianz Climate Solutions (hereinafter ACS), is one of them, 
offering insurance solutions for renewable energies plants 
and risk consulting function for utilities and C&I projects, 
facilitating the decentralized generation of electricity as 
well.

Allianz Climate Solutions (ACS) is the centre of com-
petence for renewable energy at Allianz Re, headquartered 
in Munich. For about 12 years the company has been sup-
porting the Allianz Group as well as the renewable energy 
industry with risk management and insurance solutions to 
make renewable energy projects bankable, investable and 
insurable. With over 450 utility-scale projects insured and 
over 1000 projects assessed in 22 countries totalling the 
investment volume of €10 bn, ACS directly contributes to 
Allianz Groups low-carbon economy strategy.

ACS pushes the renewable energy market growth 
worldwide, supporting partners and clients, reducing the 

risks along the whole value chain (from 
project development until operation of 
the projects) and ensuring high quality 
projects and international standards. 
They advise on risk-related aspects 
of renewable energy projects during 
planning, construction and operational 
phases, covering in-depth project and 
risk analysis, financial advisory, manu-
facturer and bankability evaluations as 
well as rating advisory.

The continuous and flexible progress of the services 
provided and the development of new customized prod-
ucts ensure ACS a diversified expertise in the renewable 
energies and a strong support for companies stepping into 
a new green electricity market, or into new technologies.

Climate change is affecting more and more customers. 
The Allianz Group has understood that it is important to 
focus not only on catastrophes and claims, but also to see 
investment opportunities, to assist customers in structuring 
and facing the risks and to offer new green solutions. This 
is the key solution to make the ambitious targets become 
a reality.

CONTACT  
Meryem Oubrahim 
Market Management 
Moubrahim@AllianzSF.com.sa

“ Through the 
National Renewable 

Energy Program 
several auctions 
mainly for solar 
power have been 

planned ”
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HOME IN HOWTAT 
BANI TAMIM

The visit of the International Book Fair in Riyadh 
in March 2019 was the beginning of a series of 
coincidences that resulted in spending a day 
around the city Howtat Bani Tamim enjoying 
great hospitality “Tamimi style”.

CULTURE & TOURISM

35

B
ecause international visitors/tourists can now 
apply for their visa easily, I thought that the 
Book Fair might be a good place to find an 
interesting book for first-time visitors. There-
fore, during my visit, I was looking for a book 

about the Kingdom, the people, the many attractions in-
cluding the major museums, traditional heritage, and the 
five UNESCO World Heritage Sites all over the country in 
the English language. 

 At the King Abdulaziz Public Library pavilion, I met 
Mr. Ibrahim Al Tamimi, who worked there. After telling him 
what I am looking for, he finds a heavy, more than 10 years 
old coffee table book. It´s a mix of photographs of land-
scapes, cities, traditional architecture, plants and animals. 

He invites me to take a seat and coffee to have a 
closer look at this book. The photographs are excellent 
and suddenly I see an attractive picture of a range of 
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wild rocks behind an abandoned mud village under some 
huge palm trees. The short description only says “Tuwaiq 
Mountains”. I knew that this mountain chain is around 
900 km long, so I ask Ibrahim: “This is a wonderful area 
that I would like to visit, so far I traveled a lot in Saudi 
Arabia but didn´t see nothing like this before. Do you 
know the exact location?”- To my big surprise, he says: 
“Yes, this is the abandoned village Al Hariq, near How-
tat Bani Tamim, where I was born. It is the home of my 
family, who still lives there; it’s my pleasure to call my 
uncle there to find out if he will be available to welcome 
you”. I had been shopping in Tamimi Markets but did 
not know anything about the origin of this famous tribe 
from pre-Islamic times, whose big families spread all over 
the Arabian Peninsula plus Jordan, Iraq, and even Iran. 
Members of these families became famous personalities in 
different areas and today you find them owing important 
companies, being active in politics, economy, and society. 
I learn that “Tamim” means “strong” and Ibrahim imme-
diately arranges for me a trip there the very next day 

Al Hariq how it 
looks today.
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and provides me with his uncle’s mobile phone, just 
in case. “His name is Ali Rashid Al Abdulla Al Tamimi and 
he will expect you tomorrow at his house in Al Helwah.”

 “From Riyadh, you drive 2 hours maximum on the 
highway”, he adds.  

The next day my driver picked me up at 9:00 a.m. and 
we drove south in direction Al Kharj, and then took the 
highway to Wadi Al Dawaseer. We crossed Howtat Bani 
Tamim, a small town with 40,000 inhabitants, and arrived 
on time to our destination. 

The car stopped in front of a house that looked more 
like a palace; Ali Al Tamimi gave us a very warm welcome 
and I followed him into an amazing entrance hall, where 
my eye did catch on one of the walls around 50 trophies, 
awards, and gifts like a very impressive, traditional silver 
sword. He spoke excellent English and invited me (in Saudi 
tradition) to a cup of tea, Arabic coffee and dates into the 
big majlis. I talked a little bit about myself and my work 
and he told me about his business in the construction sec-
tor. He owns three companies: Al Nahdah Group in How-
tat Bani Tamim, New Century Factory in Dammam and 
El-Dawlya in Egypt. I learn that the area near Al Helwah 
is the Ibex Reserve, a natural reserve, home of animals 
like Nubian Capricorn, wild cats, rock hyrax, mongoose, 
and eagles. Due to excessive hunting and water shortage 
in this area, these beautiful creatures are unfortunately in 
danger. But there is a plan to bring back gazelles to this 
area. Mr. Al Tamimi owns many farms. “Date palms grow 
here easily in the wide oasis and we harvest best quality 
dates. We have animal farms as well; camels, cows, sheep, 
and horses. If you like, you can visit our horses in the Al 
Gadesiat stables”. I am passionate about his horses and Mr. 
Al Tamimi likes that I am sharing his passion as well as 
my great interest in the traditional mud architecture in this 
area and in general. 

“Our families once lived in those mud houses; there are 
many abandoned houses in the area, as well as old mud 
mosques. We renovated some and turned them into private 
museums”. He introduces me to his two wives who live 
in two separate equal looking big houses with their kids. 
I was invited for lunch at the first wife´s house. The four 
daughters and their mother (all speak English) engaged in 
an interesting conversation with me. “We like it here and 
go to college in Howtat Bani Tamim. The city has a very 
good education and health facilities, it´s a calm and in-
tact environment and, in the future, we might even have a 
small national airport”. 

 After lunch, I have the chance to stroll through the 
neighborhood mud village. An old bridge of mud and adobe 
stones, which still resists the waters in the wadi that passes 

here after heavy rains in winter, impressed me a lot.
On the way to Al Hariq, we passed a former mud 

mosque, now a private museum, with a picturesque inner 
courtyard surrounded by mud columns.  The owner shows 
me around: paintings are hanging on the walls and in the 
traditional majlis with niches and comfortable cushions 
along the walls, a big traditional coffee pot (Dallah) stands 
in the open fire. A frankincense burner is smoking and 
before we leave, I have a look from the terrace, overlook-
ing the surrounding mud houses in front of the Tuwaiq 
Mountains. “We have some archaeological sites here as 
well”, says Ali and shows me Cave Al Quway, an area in 
the mountains full of caves inside the rocks. The Saudi 
Commission for Tourism and National Heritage takes care 
of this site. Our next stop is Al Gadesiat stables. 14 horses 
are waiting for us here. 

 Mr. Al Tamimi introduces me to his son Abdullah Ali 
Al Tamimi and his daughter-in-law Latifa Abdulrahman Al 
Abdullah Al Tamimi with the words: “They will take care 
of you for the rest of the day; I will see you again before 
you leave”. 

 Abdullah and Latifa speak English as well and Ab-
dullah performs a little private horse show, while Latifa 
explains: “Six horses are Arab horses, one horse is from 
England. All horses are for races, we sell them at auctions 
in Al-Khaledia and Al-Janadriyah, both near Riyadh”. 

 We continue our stroll to visit their sheep farm, follow-
ing a drive through the oasis to marvel at several green-
houses, full of vegetable and flours especially blooming 
roses in all colors. 

While driving, Abdullah tells me about his job in the 
Chamber of Commerce in Howtat Bani Tamim. Further-
more, he helps his father in his companies and business. 
Latifa is still studying: “I am currently getting prepared 
for my Master of Science and afterward I want to become 
a Professor. I like to stay here with my family and my 

Mr. Ali Al Tamimi.

GESALO SPECIAL

friends. People in Howtat Bani Tamim respect each other. 
What makes it very special is the fact that it is the origin 
of my ancestors. In my free time, I like reading - I am very 
interested in other civilizations; I want to broaden my ho-
rizon, pick up new ideas and different opinions. Sometimes 
I write poems, this is my way to express my feelings. More-
over, I like horses; I hope to improve my abilities to ride. 
In the future, I want to be successful in my scientific and 
personal life and would like to be respected by everybody, 
including my future kids”. 

The good road winds through the Tuwaiq Mountains 
and finally, we reach Al Hariq. Here the rocks of the moun-
tain chain are most bizarre and reach out high up to the 
sky. This place attracted people more than a hundred years 
ago to build a mud village. Between some high palm trees, 
a few mud houses and the old mud well are still there. We 
explore the mud houses and some mud columns in the 
inner courtyards are conserved as well as the roofs that are 
made of solid palm tree trunks. 

It is quiet and, in my imagination, I look around and 
can almost see the people who used to live here, walking 
around and always looking for water springs. 

The thick walls of the houses kept the rooms warm in 
winter and cool in summer. The panorama view of the vil-
lage is slightly different from the one in the book at the 
Book Fair, but still very attractive. 

 “You cannot leave without having been at the moun-
tain plateau”, says Abdullah. “I know a very nice view-
point”.  As we arrive there, the sun sets down and we walk 
a little bit on the surface up high the Tuwaiq Mountains. 
The ground is hard, a bit shiny and slippery and full of 
fossils. Carefully we approach the escarpment from where 
we can look down a several hundred meters. In the dis-
tance, we see huge areas full of oases, some small villages 
and a group of new buildings in traditional style, the new 
cultural centre. 

 “Sometimes people come here for trekking and moun-
tain climbing, it´s also an interesting area for geologists”, 

explains Abdullah. On the way back he stopped near some 
small shops and his wife, Latifa, gets out. She comes back 
with three big cold “Mocca” drinks with cream for all of us 
and she also has a gift for me. 

 “When you come back next time, we are going to show 
you many more attractive things”, she says.

A little later, we met Ali Al Tamimi picked me up to 
take me to a very special farewell place. It is located on 
a platform around 100 m high up, near his house. We en-
tered a huge, luxurious, very solid Bedouin tent tradition-
ally made of goat hair. The colourful seats and cushions 
along the walls and all the carpets covering the floor are 
handmade. 

 As soon as we sit, coffee, tea, and dates are served. 
Two men enter, carrying a huge serving plate with at least 
20 kg of fresh fruits. “It´s Prayer time”, says Ali and all 
men go gather in the corner, facing Mecca to perform their 
prayer.

 Sitting by the open fire, I let the impressions of this 
day pass my memory. 

 While eating the fresh fruits Ali asked me: “What did 
you like the most?” - I had to honestly answer: “Everything! 
And mostly the generous and unforgettable hospitality”. I 
express my gratefulness. “You are always very welcome”, 
says Ali. Maybe for the annual Orange Festival in Al Hariq 
in December?  

Back in Germany I wanted to find out more about 
Arab tribes and discovered the following article written by 
Sultan Sooud Al Qassemi, member of the ruling family in 
Sharjah, UAE who is a well-known writer, art collector and 
founding director of Barjeel Art Foundation in Sharjah: 
http://sultanalqassemi.com/articles/tribalism-in-the-arabi-
an-peninsula-it-is-a-family-affair/ 

GESALO SPECIAL

BARBARA SCHUMACHER is a German freelance journalist, 
who is specialized in the Arab world since 1994 and has pub-
lished countless articles about the Arab world.Ph
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During our coffee and tea 
break in Mr. Tamimi’s tent.
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SAUDI OPEN 
HEARTS AND 
DOORS
Tourist Visa Attracts 115 Billion 
Riyals as Kingdom Welcomes 
Visitors from Around the World.

T
he Kingdom of Saudi Arabia has announced 
launching the e-tourist visa, welcoming visitors 
from all over the world. The announcement came 
during a ceremony held by the Saudi Commis-
sion for Tourism and National Heritage (SCTH).

The ceremony, which coincided with the World Tourism 
Day, was attended by Secretary General of the World Tour-
ism Organization (UNWTO) Mr. Zurab Pololikashvili and 
President and CEO of the World Travel & Tourism Council 
Gloria Guevara, in addition to several tourism makers and 
international investors. 

H.E. Mr. Ahmad bin Aqil al-Khatib, chairman of the 
SCTH board of directors, delivered a speech during the 
ceremony, in which he said the Kingdom in this historic 
moment opens its doors to the world, noting “we are hos-
pitable people who welcome and honor their visitors, who 
will witness the importance of hospitality, beauty of nature 
and cultural depth in the Kingdom.”

“Today we not only welcome visitors, but also inves-
tors in the sector and businessmen and women, as there 
are big opportunities available to invest in the sector’s 
fields. Thus, we achieve the 2030 vision under the leader-
ship of my King, Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques, and 
His Royal Highness the Crown Prince, may Allah preserve 
them,” al-Khatib said.

Since the launch of the Saudi Vision 2030, the SCTH 
worked hard to make the Kingdom an international tourist 
destination, which was in line with the implementation of 
big tourism projects at the time and the endorsement of 

Aerial drone view of turquoise sea 
and white sandy beaches of Umluj.

Al Ula.
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regulations that encourage investment 
in the sector, al-Khatib explained, not-
ing that the regulations include the 
Cabinet’s endorsement of the general 
strategy for tourism development.

The tourist sites in Saudi Arabia 
registered in UNESCO’s World Heritage 
list represent only part of the King-
dom’s rich cultural heritage and mar-
velous destinations, the Chairman of 
the board said, noting there are over 
10,000 historical sites in the Kingdom, 
which also represent promising invest-
ment opportunities.

Under the national tourism strate-
gy, the Kingdom will receive 100 mil-
lion visitors annually by 2030, while at 
present it receives 41 million.

By 2030 also, the Kingdom will be 
among the top five countries regard-
ing the number of tourists and visits 
with revenues reaching 10% of the 
gross national income, which currently 
stands at 3%. The sector will also pro-
vide an additional million jobs by then 
to the current 600,000 existing jobs in 
the tourism sector.

ABOUT E-VISA
Saudi Arabia is opening its doors. The 
new visa system is a historic milestone 
in opening Saudi Arabia to tourism. International visitors 
will discover the warm hospitality of Saudi people: our 
rich heritage, vibrant culture, and diverse and breathtaking 
landscapes, from the mountains of Abha to the beaches 
of the Red Sea to the shifting sands of the Empty Quarter. 

CONTACT  
Najla AlKhalifa  
International Media Media & Public Relations 
Saudi Commission for Tourism and National Heritage 
najla@scth.gov.sa

VISA ELIGIBILITY
Tourists from eligible countries (group 
A countries) can apply for a tourism 
visa online through a fast and easy-to-
use e-visa portal (visa.visitsaudi.com) 
ahead of their trip, or upon arrival in 
Saudi Arabia through visa kiosks at 
immigration.

Tourists from other countries 
(group B countries) should apply for a 
consulate visa through Saudi embas-
sies and consulates.

VISA FOR SAUDI ARABIA
Tourists from eligible countries can 
apply for a visit visa online through 
our fast and easy-to-use e-visa portal 
ahead of their trip, or upon arrival in 
Saudi Arabia through visa kiosks at 
immigration.

GETTING THERE
Tourists can get to Saudi Arabia by air, 
land or sea. With 13 international air-
ports, served by a wealth of global carri-
ers, getting to and around the kingdom 
could not be easier. Seaports and land 
ports are equipped with e-visa kiosks.

ELIGIBLE COUNTRIES 
FOR E-VISA & TOURIST 
VISA ON ARRIVAL 
(GROUP A COUNTRIES) 

North America 
Canada, US 

Europe 
Switzerland, Ireland, Liechtenstein, 
Lithuania, Monaco, Andorra, Russia, 
Malta, Montenegro, San Marino, 
Ukraine, United Kingdom, Portugal, 
Poland, Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, 
Romania, Slovakia, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Czech Republic, Spain, Sweden, 
Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Norway, 
Luxembourg, France, Germany, 
Greece, Slovenia, Holland, Hungary, 
Iceland, Italy and Latvia. 

Asia 
Brunei, Japan, Singapore, Malaysia, 
South Korea, Kazakhstan, and China 
(Hong Kong, Macao, Taiwan). 

Oceania 
Australia, New Zealand.

Sealife, Red Sea.
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STARTUP HUB KHOBAR
Startup Hub Khobar, a Monsha’at entity, operated by The Greek Campus, has recently 

partnered with Biac who runs the Badir Program to host the Tech Champions Accelerator 
by Saudi Arabia Ministry of Communications and Information. 

T he accelerator is running at the Hub where 
Startups who participated in the Kingdom-wide 
hackathon are to be taken to the next level.

The focus of the Hub is to bring about the 
change promised by Startups in the energy, man-
ufacturing, and technology sectors in the region. 
The occupancy, since the soft launch in June 2019, 
is now 55% and increasing within an area of more 
than 1000 m² thanks to the community which is 
growing month by month. That been said, the Hub 
is making sure to have around 70% Startups/SMEs 
and 30% enablers of this ecosystem in the East-
ern Province. This would make sure that there’s a 
maximum engagement of this ecosystem.  

Now for sure, this Hub is just a new start in the 
Proptech area, as this coworking space business 
model, is becoming more important to the progress 
of Startups and/or SMEs whereas traditional busi-
ness offices, in general, should be challenged. 

The hub so far served more than 30 hours in 
consultation to entrepreneurs, got more than 500 

attendees, conducted more than 15 events and 
hosted a transportation-based Hackathon as well. 
Moreover, in terms of investment, Startup Hub 
Khobar can co-invest in Startups with Monsha’at.  

Startup Hub Khobar members would also have 
24/7 access, printing services, internet access, free 
coffee and tea as well as access to the events hap-
pening at the hub and elsewhere whenever possi-
ble. The objective of the Hub is to build an ecosys-
tem around the sectors, from the early stages to 
late Startups and early-mid SMEs. The next are-
na for The Greek Campus is to open a Campus in 
the GCC to capitalize on the progress towards the 
knowledge-based economies and being a player 
participating in the Saudi Vision 2030.

CONTACT  
Mohammed AlMajid 
Ecosystem Catalyst 
malmajid@thegreekcampus.com

Startup Grind Session.
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V-LINE CELEBRATED 30/40 
ANNIVERSARY WITH USER 
CONFERENCE & BIG PARTY
“The future won’t wait. It 
starts today”: This quote 
of Detlef Daues, CEO of 
V-LINE EUROPE GmbH, 
best describes the spirit of 
the User Conference and 
Anniversary Party which 
happened on September 4-6, 
2019, to celebrate the 30/40 
anniversary of V-LINE.

30 years V-LINE, 40 years’ ex-
perience in MRO supply – we 
took this as a chance to explore 

the future internally as well as with 
our customers. 40 years in MRO sup-
ply and a strong belief that big data 
will readjust the ownership within the 
supply chain: We will make sure to 
not give up our pole position in this 
industry”, Daues stated. 

This made itself clear in the pro-
gram of the User Conference: Spare 
Parts Inventory Planning and Optimi-
zation, Vested Outsourcing and Digital 
MRO Supply Chain Orchestration were 
some of the topics the participants 
concentrated on during the 3 days. 

Experts like Phillip Slater, MRO 
spare parts optimization expert, Vice 
President of Business Development at 
SMART Software Jeff Scott, educator 
at University of Tennessee Kate Vi-
tasek and Executive Coach Gary Co-
hen held their keynotes in front of a 

very mixed group. It consisted of in-
ternational V-LINE management, but 
also some of V-LINE’s biggest custom-
ers came specially from Saudi Arabia 
to jointly discuss current and future 
topics in the field of MRO.

“Different perspectives and in-
sights made the exchange really fruit-
ful. I am thankful and proud that we 
were able to attract so many partici-
pants especially from Saudi Arabia to 
discuss about our future topics. This 
underlines our commitment to the vi-
sion 2030 of Saudi Arabia”, Shahzad 
Haider, CEO V-LINE MDDLE EAST, 
concludes. 

Also the party was a complete 
success. More than 400 guests were 
welcomed in Hannover and enjoyed 
an evening full of varying speeches, 
good food and stimulating chats. 

Daues also had a big announce-
ment to state: Beginning of Novem-
ber, he will change into chairman of 
the group, while Tilman Mieseler will 
be the new CEO of V-LINE EUROPE. 

Lively discussions took place during the conference: Keynote speaker Jeff Scott, Vice 
President of Business Development at SMART Software (right), discusses with Naleem 
Bukari and Rizwan Nawab, Managing Director and Chief Information Officer at 
V-LINE’s technology partner CODASOL..

CONTACT  
Janine Katzwinkel 
Marketing & PR Coordinator 
janine.katzwinkel@v-line.com

“
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STAR!UP GERMANY 
COMPETITION 2019:

BRINGING ENTREPRENEURS FROM  
KSA AND BAHRAIN TO GERMANY

STARTUP SPECIAL
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The number of Startups in Saudi Arabia is growing steadily and is actively promoted 
under the Saudi Vision 2030. GESALO´s Mission: find the best in each category and 

send them straight to the Star!up Germany Tour!
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GESALO’S TOP 10 
STARTUPS

Out of a large number of applicants, GESALO selected ten finalists in the field of Healthcare 
and IoT (Internet of Things) for the 3. German-Saudi Startup Competition. In a 3-minute 
pitch, they had the opportunity to present their concept as well as to answer questions 
of the jury. We enjoyed an evening of inspiring presentations, enthusiasm, and innovative 
ideas. Here are our Top Ten Startups at a glance!

Medical Device based on IoT and Artificial Intelli-
gence that can help people  with special needs to 
control all electric devices and social network re-
motely.

HEALTHCARE
BRAIN AI Riyadh 
FOUNDERS F. Saihan, M. Alfadhil,  
Y. Iskobi & H. Alanizi (J. Joseph Moritz)
EMPLOYEES 4
WEB brainai.info
TWITTER brainai3  

GRAPEFRUIT Riyadh 
FOUNDERS Y. Hejazi & E. Kamal
EMPLOYEES 6
WEB www.mygrapefruit.com

MAYACLINIC.COM Riyadh 
FOUNDER A. Binsaleh
EMPLOYEES 7
WEB www.mayaclinic.com
TWITTER MayaClinicApp   
INSTAGRAM MayaClinicApp

We focus on designing organizational wellness pro-
grams that impacts. Our programs aim to improve 
the quality of life among the Saudi population, 
through lifestyle modification and by enhancing 
health awareness and skills.

Equal access to healthcare with a simple touch, that 
allows anyone around the world to get a solid med-
ical advice from professional doctors. 

Helping patients in finding the best healthcare pro-
vider with our excellent communication network 
with the top professors and consultants in German 
Hospitals and rehabilitation centres in Belgium and 
Czech Republic.

MEDICAL CONSULTANT Jeddah 
FOUNDERS Dr. W. Alsubaiyel,  
Dr. N. Hamoudah
EMPLOYEES 5
WEB www.med-consulta.com
TWITTER med_consul   
INSTAGRAM med_consul
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HAYATECH Bahrain 
FOUNDERS F. Bastin, M. Salih, S. Knight
EMPLOYEES 3
WEB www.hayatech.me
FACEBOOK hayatech     
INSTAGRAM @hayatech.me

IoT (INTERNET OF THINGS)

RABT TECHNOLOGIES Bahrain 
FOUNDERS H. Khan, M. Zahid,  
N. Mahmood, A. Bilal
EMPLOYEES 1
WEB www.hajjgear.com
TWITTER @HajjGear   
LINKEDIN @HajjGear

RSHED Jeddah
FOUNDERS S. Alghamdi, E. Alshehri, N. 
Alghamdi, A. Juma’an, H. Alhazmi
EMPLOYEES 5
WEB www.rshed.com
TWITTER @Rshd_App

Read more on page 51.

Rabt is a technology company developing proprie-
tary hardware and software solutions for use-cases 
in tracking, communication and health. Rabt’s first 
solution is for Hajj and Umrah pilgrims. Read more 
on page 50.

Rshed is an IoT service for rationalizing electricity 
consumption, composed of an electronic monitor 
and a smartphone application, fulfilling the control 
of the electricity bill, and to increase the awareness 
of rationalizing the electricity consuming behavior. 

SADEEM TECHNOLOGY Jeddah
FOUNDERS M. Mousa, E. Canepa,  
A. Dehwah, C. Claudel
EMPLOYEES 11
WEB www.sadeemwss.com
TWITTER @sadeem_wss 

LINKEDIN Sadeem Technology

First Place in the category IoT
Read the detailed report on our winners in this issue.

SPECTRIA Jeddah
FOUNDERS A. Aljohani, A. Al Khulaifi
EMPLOYEES 3
WEB spectria.io
TWITTER @spectrialo
INSTAGRAM @spectrialo

Spectria is an easy to install, yet powerful energy 
monitor, that lives in your home’s electrical panel and 
provides extremely granular energy data that is used 
to reduce energy costs with the help of sophisticated 
algorithms.

YOUPOSITIVE Jeddah 
FOUNDER Z. Almohanna
EMPLOYEES 5
WEB www.youpositive.co
TWITTER @YouPositiveU    
INSTAGRAM  @youpositiveu

First Place in the category Healthcare.
Read the detailed report on our winners on page 
46.

WINNER!

WINNER!
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Saudi Arabia is known for its conservative 
culture where individual’s struggle to build 
their own identities in an environment 

where collective decision-making take place and 
individual identities are not nurtured nor en-
couraged. Zahra Almohanna a young Saudi en-
trepreneur realized the need to support the youth 
in building their own identities and deciding for 
themselves on topics like relationship, career, fi-
nancial and others.  She created YouPositive back 
in 2017, a startup that supports individuals in their 
life journey through certified coaches who can 
support them during the process. YouPositive is an 
online platform that facilitates the interaction be-
tween individuals who need help navigating their 
lives and certified life coaches who are offering 
their services through the platform. 

Life coaching started to gain momentum in 
several parts of the world and proved to be useful 
for individuals who want to pursue their interests 
and achieve more in their lives throug understand-
ing themselves better. Interested clients can easily 
browse YouPositive website and choose a coach 
based on the area of support needed and the coach 
pre-assigned time availability. 

YouPositive’s platform was designed to en-
sure maximum convenience for customers where 
they can easily pick a time slot that suits them 
and do payment online in a secured environment. 
“YouPositve offers a safe and stigma free environ-
ment for clients where they can speak about their 
issues freely” Zahra describing the unique value 
proposition of her company and the process that 

was designed to facilitate a smooth and friction-
less customer experience. 

Zahra is excited to spread the life coaching cul-
ture and the expand the possibility for individuals 
to reach out for help in Saudi Arabia as a first step 
and potentially take her business internationally. 
Every human being deserves the opportunity to 
live a happy and positive life. YouPositive strives 
to achieve that by committing to the enrichment 
of this world one human at a time. 

CONTACT  
Zahra Almohanna  
Founder & CEO 
Zahra.sami@upositive.co

YOU 
ARE 
POSITIVE
The pace our world is moving at is only increasing the complexity of issues 
individuals must deal with in their lives. Saudi youth are no different than 
many of their peers around the world who live in socially evolving countries. 
Out of 33.4 Million citizens in Saudi Arabia, 70% are below the age of 34 
(GASTAT 2019). 

YouPositive at the GESALO Startup competition award 
ceremony.
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SAVING LIVES & RESOURCES
Flood detection, traffic 
monitoring, and 
environmental monitoring- 
Sadeem, a spinout startup 
from KAUST, now provides 
the world with the most 
innovative smart city 
solutions.

T he ambition to improve the 
quality of life and resilience of 
cities drives Sadeem’s co-found-

ers to draw their Ph.D. research about 
this matter which was transformed 
into a real-life business start-up that 
has officially operated in Saudi Ara-
bia in 2018. The start-up and its four 
co-founders, KAUST Ph.D. graduates 
Mustafa Mousa, Esteban Canepa, Ah-
mad Dehwah and former KAUST pro-
fessor Christian Claudel gained sub-
stantial attention not only in Saudi 
Arabia but also worldwide. 

Sadeem’s co-founders were suc-
cessful to invent the first multi-pat-
ented sensing technology used for 
flood, traffic, and environmental 
monitoring. The technology combines 
a solar-powered sensor network, ma-
chine learning-based software, and 
visualization platform applications. 
“Sadeem means nebula in Arabic, and 
just like a nebula 
getting its glow-
ing from the sun, 
our wireless sens-
ing network gets 
its power from so-
lar energy,” Mousa 
said. The wireless 
sensing systems of 
Sadeem can complement and inte-
grate with other existing technologies 

already in the field to achieve the 
maximum urban resilience and sus-
tainability. 

In 2017, the company won GITEX 
Best Global Start-up award among 
1000 start-ups. “This was bulletproof 
evidence that Sadeem held promise—
and not just on a local basis,” Dehwah 
said. In 2018, Sadeem coordinated 
with city planners and government 
entities of four major cities, Austin, 
Texas, Dubai, Mexico City, and Mad-
inah, to deploy Sadeem’s wireless 
sensing systems to help these cities 
achieve better monitoring and fore-

casting of flood, 
ice, traffic, air qual-
ity, and environ-
ment. Also, worth 
noting that Sadeem 
became a member 
of the Disaster Risk 
Reduction commu-
nity of the United 

Nations in 2017.
Sadeem’s sensors reduce vulner-

ability to natural disasters. Its moni-
toring systems provide not only fore-
casts and early warnings about the 
risk of flood and air quality but also 
track the situation in real-time. For 
example, in 2017, Sadeem was suc-
cessfully able to track the actual flood 
that occurred in the Western Region 
of Saudi Arabia. Flood intensity, 
water propagation, blockage in the 
drainage system, and other real-time 
precise data can be shown in the vis-
ualizers that Sadeem offers. Sadeem 
technology enables city planners and 
decision-makers to early warn the 
public, evacuate hazardous places, 
and reduce casualties and econom-
ic losses. In short, Sadeem is here to 
save lives and resources in real-time. 

The Sadeem Tech Team.

CONTACT  
Mrs. Bayan Qashqari  
Marketing Strategist  
bayan.qashqari@sadeemwss.com 

SADEEM SERVICES 
• Flood monitoring 
• Environmental monitoring 
• Traffic monitoring 
• Fleet management
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STARTUP SPECIAL

SAUDI TALENT IN THE 
HEART OF BAVARIA
GESALO hosted its third official startup competition in 
Jeddah in July. The topics were IoT and healthcare, with 
the two winners being YouPositive and Sadeem. The prize 
for these young innovators was a one-week trip to one of 
Germany’s central startup hubs: Munich. 

CONTACT  
Dorian Lötzer  
DEinternational Consultant 
loetzer@ahk-arabia.com

A longside 12 other startups 
from 14 countries altogether 
and representatives from the 

respective German Chambers Abroad, 
the teams could exchange ideas, make 
new contacts, and get to know the Ba-
varian startup ecosystem. Our Deputy 
Delegate Jan Mueller and DEinterna-
tional Consultant Dorian Lötzer ac-
companied the delegation.

Organized by our colleagues 
Christian Neugebauer and Gabriele 
Vetter at the IHK Munich and Upper 
Bavaria, our Startup Champions par-
ticipated in several days of presenta-
tions and workshops in the IHK-Acad-
emy in Westerham, South-East of 
Munich. There, they had the opportu-
nity to learn about what made Germa-
ny and Bavaria attractive for startups, 
how one could invest in the region, 
and which contacts are important. 
Additionally, the teams 
took part in teambuild-
ing exercises and trips to 
important startup loca-
tions within the region, 
where they could meet 
and transfer knowledge 
with local startups and 
investors. The startups 
were also able to pitch 
their businesses in a va-
riety of venues.

The second stage in-
volved the participation 

in the 3-day Bits & Pretzels conference 
in Munich. This conference was set up 
by startup founders for 
startup founders and takes 
place every year, inviting 
young entrepreneurs and 
corporate investors alike. 
The biggest conference to 
date, this year key guests 
included President Barack 
Obama, LinkedIn Founder 
Reid Hoffman, and Entre-
preneur and Actress Jessica 
Alba, each of which gave 
key insight into the startup 
and business scenes. 

A running theme was 
that of diversity. Many 
speakers focused on how a mix of eth-
nicities and genders can positively in-
fluence business growth. Additionally, 
there was a strong focus on the poten-

tial impact of founders and how they 
need to explore whether their innova-
tive ideas can also do social good. 

The probably biggest achievement 
was the success of one of the Start-
up Germany Tour participants in the 
pitch competition. The Chinese start-
up Zinergy Shenzhen managed to im-
press the judges in the IoT round, cat-
apulting them into the grand finals, 

securing the position of a runner-up!
Overall, the tour was a great suc-

cess and a fantastic opportunity to 
give local talent an insight into the 

larger ecosystem, make 
important business con-
nections, and see how 
they square against the 
global competition. It 
also introduced the par-
ticipants to the great 
benefits of strong Ger-
man-Saudi partnerships. 

From left: M.Mousa (SADEEM), J. Müller (GESALO), A. 
& Z. Almohanna (YouPositive), D. Lötzer (GESALO).

Startup Germany Tour group in front of the IHK-Akademie Westerham. Ph
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It all started in 2014 when I was doing my bach-
elor’s in computer sciences in Pakistan. I always 
admired the products and services that solved 

real-world problems. During 2014-2015 compa-
nies like Google and Apple launched their weara-
ble products. In my university’s final year project, 
I had to work on a project for one year. 

My passion for solving real-world problems 
using the latest technologies led me to think of 
World’s largest annual human gathering which is 
Hajj. Every Muslim who is physically and finan-
cially able must perform the Hajj pilgrimage once 
in their lifetime. 

Thinking about the gravity of the situation 
that millions of pilgrims performing the pilgrim-
age together raised concern regarding their health 
and safety. After a few months while I was in the 
ideation stage the Hajj 2015 took place. It was 
one of the saddest days of my life when I saw 
the news channel. More than 1000 pilgrims died 
because of a deadly stampede. Before Hajj 2015 
no one talked about the technology solutions 
making the journey of millions of pilgrims safe 
and secure. After the Hajj 2015 incident, the 
Saudi government felt the gravity of the situation 
and started thinking of technology solutions that 
can help them ensure the safety of pilgrims. 

In early 2015 I decided to drop out of my 
university and worked full-time on the project. It 
was not easy to find people who are passionate 
and believe in the vision of making the future 
of Hajj and Umrah safe and secure. After many 
failed attempts over a period of 3 years, I man-
aged to participate in Hajj Hackathon organized 
by Saudi Federation for Cyber Security and 
Drones. This was a tipping point when all that I 
had learned from my failures came into use. After 
the event, my confidence got boosted and a few 
months later I formed a team that was passion-
ate and had technical experience. Rabt has 4 

Co-Founders Hasam Khan (CEO), Nofel Mahmood 
(Senior Software Engineer), Muzammil Zahid 
(Firmware Engineer) and Azmat Bilal (Hardware 
Engineer).

Our company has been registered in Bahrain 
and we have managed to talk with high-level 
government officials responsible for Hajj and 
Umrah in Bahrain, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, and 
the United Kingdom. Apart from that, we have 
been in talks with private tour operators who are 
responsible for more than 20,000 pilgrims. This 
whole journey has been amazing learning about 
the pain points at the pilgrim level as well as the 
government and private sector level. Our compa-
ny has successfully conducted the Pilot Program 
in Hajj 2019. We have signed three MOUs with 
companies in Bahrain and the UK. 

In November our company will be exhibiting 
a solution at WHUC Forum, Hajj People Expo tak-
ing place in London, UK. Over 200 private sector 
companies and government officials from Hajj 
and Umrah sector will be present at the event. 
We are planning to launch our software platform 
in November. We would love to hear from you 
regarding any opportunity where we can collab-
orate and provide something meaningful and can 
impact the lives of millions of people. 

CONTACT  
Hasam Khan 
Founder 
h.khan@rabttech.com

RABT TECHNOLOGIES

Founder: Hasam Khan

Rabt was one of GESALO Top Ten Startups 
in 2019. Founded and based in Bahrain, 
Co-Founder Hasam Khan tells the  
story of how it all started.
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HAYATECH: 
REIMAGINING WELLNESS 

Hayatech is not your traditional corporate wellness program. Driven by a strong vocation  
to inspire active lifestyles, the tech startup has sparked quite the buzz as of late. 

Having only launched 6 months ago in April 2019, 
they recently placed 1st at the Seedstars MENA 
pitch competition in September, recently returned 

from exhibiting at TechCrunch Disrupt in Silicon Valley 
and have been nominated by the Bahrain ecosystem to ex-
hibit at the upcoming Web Summit in Lisbon.

THE MISSION
Hayatech provides a B2B, Software as a Service (SaaS) and 
connected hardware platform that aims to foster an en-
tire ecosystem around wellness through the integration of 
wearables, gamification, and rewards.

“At Hayatech we believe in the power of physical ac-
tivity and the multitude of benefits it can unlock towards 
health and wellness, offering a direct positive correlation 
with employee engagement, productivity, and satisfaction. 
We proudly provide a dynamic platform upon which par-
ticipants take an active role in advancing their own health, 
whilst building a workplace community around wellness.”

Ultimately, Hayatech endeavors to incentivize users 
to lead a healthier life, lower corporate health costs, and 
enable wellness brands to build engagement with users 
through a rewards marketplace.

THE INSPIRATION
A 2018 study divulged by the World Health Organization 
regarding worldwide health epidemics revealed that 73% of 
deaths in the GCC are due to non-communicable diseases 
(NCDs), also known as lifestyle-related illnesses. Further-
more, the region currently hosts the highest rates of inac-
tivity in the world—Kuwait: 67%, Bahrain 57%, Saudi 53%. 
Consequently, according to the Global Wellness Institute, 
an unwell and critically disengaged workforce is costing 
corporations in the MENA 10 – 15% of economic output, 
surmounting to a staggering loss of $170 billion annually 
in increased health cost, sick leave, and lost productivity. 

With traditional wellness solutions only engaging 10% 
of the workforce on average, Hayatech invites participat-
ing corporates to reimagine their approach to employee 

wellness, providing a customized, localized, and profound-
ly gamified solution that motivates movement, community, 
and employee engagement.

“Our gamified wellness platform enables corporates 
and wellness brands to incentivize lasting behavioral 
change across our user base. Empowered with meaningful 
insights, our solution offers participating corporates and 
reward partners a tool to optimize user engagement, im-
prove workforce health, build true brand relevance, and 
ultimately, increase ROI.”

True to their ethos, the founders work to “personify 
the wellness culture they promote”, empowering personal 
health goals with wellness wearables and refined fitness 
regiments, whilst continually nurturing personal wellness 
passions.

With the support of the Bahrain Economic Development 
Board, Tamkeen, Brinc, and Startup Bahrain, Hayatech aims 
to grow by attracting local talent and continually perpetu-
ating positive change through preventative health solutions.

CONTACT  
Sandra Knight, 
Co-Founder 
team@hayatech.me

Frederick Bastin, CEO of Hayatech, CTO, Mohamed Salih and 
COO, Sandra Knight.
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BUSINESS CIRCLE 
AT QIDDIYA 
VISITOR CENTER
When you mention Qiddiya, many people immediately 
think about the Six Flags amusement park that will be built. 
But Qiddiya is so much more. Standing on five pillars this 
ambitious project will also include activities in: Sports & Wellness, 
Motion & Mobility, Arts & Culture, and Nature & Environment. 

This is one of the reasons our colleague Hanna Riehle 
invited the members of German Business Circle to at-
tend a networking and informational event at Qiddiya.

In a private conversation, a small group - led by GE-
SALO´s Delegate Dr. Samra-Rohte and German Ambassa-
dor H.E. Jörg Ranau - discussed the project with Qiddiya 
Investment Company CEO Michael Reiniger. 

In the meantime, the Business Circle attendees were 
given a virtual tour by the Qiddiya Team. The impressive 
digital installations of the visitor centre provided great 
insights into the ambitious project. 

The subsequent presentation by Mr. Reiniger explained 
in detail each of the five pillars, the 
project timeline as well as financing 
and investment plans. 

He explained the importance of 
involving investors and companies 
at this early stage and pointed out 
that German engineering and expe-
rience in large scale projects enjoy 
global reputation and that the busi-
nesses should get in touch with the 
development department of Qiddiya.

The participants were extremely 
interested and had the opportunity 
to ask their questions in a discus-
sion round afterward. 

The lively discussion continued 
in subsequent networking and re-
freshments session.

After the great interest of our 
German business community, we 
are looking forward to launching 

a similar event soon to provide those parties who were 
unable to join us due to capacity issues the opportunity 
to attend.

Hanna Riehle, our colleague who organizes our Busi-
ness Circles in Riyadh, will keep you updated and is always 
open for other German Business Circle event suggestions.

52

Presentation: Michael Reiniger, 
CEO Qiddiya Investment Company.

CONTACT  
Hanna Riehle,  
DEinternational Consultant 
riehle@ahk-arabia.com

Qiddiya Visitor 
Centre.
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ABOUT THE MISK FELLOWSHIP AND 
TRAINEESHIP
1. The Fellowship Program: Misk Fellowship 

program sponsors students, ranging from 
high school, undergraduates, and graduates, 
to study at top academic institutions in the 
U.S. and the U.K. The program provides stu-
dents with one-on-one mentorship, leadership 
skills development, internship placement, and 
career counseling. The admission into the pro-
gram is extremely competitive and contingent 
upon securing an admission at a top 10 U.S./
U.K. schools in the area of study. 

2. The Traineeship Program: Partnering with top 
global companies (e.g. tech, energy, health, 
research) and educational institutions, Misk 
Traineeship program aims to develop Saudi 
leaders and innovators of the future.  These 
programs are held at the partner’s institution 
and typically range from a five-day workshop 
to a nine-month internship based upon the 
agreed scope of the project.  Candidates are 
carefully selected to ensure that their caliber 
matches the demands and excellence of the 
partnering institution.

For more information on Misk Fellowship & 
Traineeship and programs with partners such as 
Siemens, Virgin Hyperloop One, Lucid Motors, Ac-
centure, BCG and many more, please visit https://
misk.org.sa/fellowship/services/

T he program, which is a joint initiative by 
the Prince Mohammed Bin Salman Bin 
Abdulaziz Foundation (MISK) and the Ger-

man-Saudi Arabian Liaison Office for Economic 
Affairs (GESALO), aims at providing students with 
modern skills and practices in the fields of engi-
neering, business management and information 
technology, as well as offering valuable on-the-
job training in a culturally diverse environment. 

GESALO, as the official representative of the 
German economy in Saudi Arabia, has a vast net-
work of corporate companies and SME in various 
industries. German companies heavily support the 
Saudi Vision 2030 with a focus on youth training, 
education, and employment.

Therefore, this internship program offers ex-
cellent Saudi students deep insights into the re-
spective company’s core business, work methods, 
and culture.

Successful interns may be offered (full-time) 
follow-up positions within the German company, 
either in Saudi Arabia or internationally.

THE MISK FELLOWSHIP 
AND TRAINEESHIP
In Summer 2019, a ten-week internship program offered a group of Saudi students the  
opportunity to gain first-hand insights into the operation of leading German companies. 

CONTACT 
Dr. Zaina Riyadh Alhejin 
Project Manager 
zaina.alhejin@misk.org.sa

Misk Foundation Mission and Vision.
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Industrial solutions for the cement industry

Your key to success:
high quality mobile crushing systems
thyssenkrupp Industrial Solutions is a leading partner for the engineering, construction and maintenance of industrial plants 

and systems. Our new fully mobile crushing plant has started operation at the Yamama cement plant near Riyadh, thus meeting 

the high demand for cement for major construction projects in the region. www.thyssenkrupp-industrial-solutions.com
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WHAT Opti 2020 
WHERE Munich, Germany 
WEB www.opti.de 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com 

JAN 10 - 12

It´s no coincidence when passion 
& precision meets. Every January, 
presenting experts and creative peo-
ple of the optics industry at the ex-
hibition centre in Munich their latest 
products. Opti is a perfect platform 
for product premieres of interna-
tional market leaders and start-ups 
alike: Find all the ideas, trends and 
innovations around the eyes look! 

JAN 10 - 13

The World of Flooring. DOMOTEX 
is the leading trade fair for floor cov-
erings. Next edition: 10–13 January 
2020 in Hannover, Germany. The 
world’s leading showcase for carpets 
and floor coverings has underscored 
its reputation as the sector’s biggest 
and most important hub for business, 
innovations and trends. Over 1,400 
exhibitors from more than 60 nations 
came to Hannover in 2019. With 
close to 90% of all attendees having 
decision-making authority, the ca-
liber of the show’s visitors remained 
extremely high.

WHAT DOMOTEX 
WHERE Hannover, Germany 
WEB www.domotex.de/home 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com

GESALO are the official representative of some of the most renowned German trade fair 
companies. We help companies from Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Yemen to exhibit their 
products and services in the shows we represent and thereby to establish and strengthen 
business connections. Our exhibitors and visitors receive a personalized and targeted service.
Whether you are interested in participating in a fair or just to visit, please contact the 
respective contact person for detailed information.
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MAY 27 - 31JAN 18 - 26

WHAT International Green Week 
WHERE Berlin, Germany 
WEB www.gruenewoche.de/en 
CONTACT Mrs. Assia Affani,  
affani@ahk-arabia.com

Where tradition and future meet.
The 85th (94 years) International Green 
Week will take place in January 2020. 
Founded in Berlin in the Golden 20s 
(1926), IGW is a one-of-a-kind interna-
tional exhibition of the food, agriculture 
and gardening industries. IGW is the or-
igin of the Global Forum for Food and 
Agriculture (GFFA). This is where over 80 
international ministries and food pro-
ducers meet. Their displays reveal the 
fascinating world of the food and bever-
age industries. So, come by and visit IGW 
in January, and enjoy Green Week.

WHAT Spielwarenmesse 
WHERE Nuernberg, Germany 
WEB www.spielwarenmesse.de 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com

JAN 18 - 
2 FEB

Much more than just toys. Latest 
trends at the world’s biggest toy fair. 
Get your tickets now! As the most im-
portant toy fair on the calendar, we 
bring all decision-makers together. 
2019 over 2800 exhibitors. 120,000 
new products. Experience the Spirit 
of Play at the key meeting point for 
the toy industry. Well-known brands, 
trendy start-ups, buyers for major 
chains, independent retailers and large 
numbers of media representatives 
combine to make the Spielwarenmesse 
a unique event for all players in the 
toys and games market.

The global stage for new ideas, in-
put & solutions! FRUIT LOGISTICA, 
fresh produce trade show, annually in 
February in Berlin, the capital of Germa-
ny, Europe. 3.200 exhibitors and 78.000 
trade visitors attend FRUIT LOGISTICA 
every year to realize their full business 
potential within the international fresh 
produce trade – and to write their own 
success story! FRUIT LOGISTICA covers 
every single sector of the fresh produce 
business and provides a complete pic-
ture of the latest innovations, products 
and services at every link in the interna-
tional supply chain. It thus offers superb 
networking and contact opportunities to 
the key decision-makers in every sector 
of the industry.

FEB 5 - 7

WHAT Asia Fruit Logistica 
WHERE Berlin, Germany  
WEB www.fruitlogistica.com/ 
CONTACT Mrs. Assia Affani,  
affani@ahk-arabia.com 
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WHAT Euro CIS & Euro Shop 
WHERE Duesseldorf, Germany 
WEB www.eurocis-tradefair.com 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com

FEB 16 - 20 The World's No.1 Retail Trade Fair.
EuroShop is the world’s largest trade fair 
for the retail industry and its partners. 
It is the source of information and 
inspiration for professionals and deci-
sion-makers on every conceivable aspect 
of retailing. It is the showcase for trends 
and innovations. A hot spot for sales and 
marketing experts seeking new ideas 
to spotlight and sell their company’s 
products and services even better. 2020 
EuroCIS will be part of EuroShop.

WHAT ITB 
WHERE Berlin, Germany 
WEB www.itb-berlin.com 
CONTACT Mrs. Assia Affani, 
affani@ahk-arabia.com

MAR 4 - 8

ITB Berlin is the World's Leading 
Travel Trade Show. As the Leading 
Travel Trade Show, ITB Berlin is the 
foremost business platform for glob-
al touristic offers. The Trade Show 
is a must-attend event for every in-
ternational expert in the tourism in-
dustry. This is where companies and 
organizations meet, as well as top 
decision-makers, experts, buyers and 
young professionals from every tour-
istic area: Hotels, tourism organiza-
tions, tour operators, travel agencies, 
transport companies, booking portals, 
systems providers and all the others.

WHAT wire 2020 
WHERE Duesseldorf, Germany 
WEB www.wire-tradefair.com 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com

MAR 30 - 
APR 4

Think global. Act global. Meet your 
business partners at the world’s most 
important trade fair for the wire and 
cable industry. For the first time, the 
complete value creation chain in fas-
tening elements and springs will be 
presented. Are you a manufacturer, 
dealer or buyer of fasteners or springs? 
Then the new date for you is: 30 March 
to 03 April 2020 - In Düsseldorf!

WHAT Twenty2X 
WHERE Hanover, Germany  
WEB www.twenty2x.de 
CONTACT Mr. Asif Ansari,  
ansari@ahk-arabia.com

MAR 17 - 19

New trade show for IT solutions.
TWENTY2X is your key to digi-
tal transformation: a brand new, 
cross-industry trade fair format with 
intelligent IT solutions for SMEs and 
startups. The dynamic mix of exhi-
bition, accompanying conference 
and networking offers you the op-
portunity to prepare yourself and 
your company for the digital future 
in a comprehensive manner. TWEN-
TY2X is a B2B event where topics and 
services for small and medium-sized 
enterprises (50–5000 employees) are 
presented and discussed.

SAUDI DELEGATION 
AT THE “K” 2019 

“K” gives a Clear Signal for responsible handling of plastics.

T his year, Messe Düsseldorf welcomed a high-ranking 
Saudi Delegation for the first time, led by Mr. Asif 
Ansari, Senior Trade Fair Manager at GESALO. The 

delegation attended the “K” - the leading global trade fair 
for the plastics and rubber industry.

The 3,330 exhibitors from 63 nations proved one thing 
above all: plastics continue to be an innovative, indispen-
sable material. But they also unanimously underscored the 
necessity of having operational circular economies along 
the complete material chain and to this end already pre-
sented numerous concrete solutions. Companies struck a 
nerve with people with this focus because the approxi-
mately 224,116 visitors from 168 countries showed special 
interest in recycling systems, sustainable raw materials, 
and resource-saving processes. Furthermore, K 2019 was 
characterised by a high propensity to invest. The intention 
among the international trade audience to get perfectly 
geared up for the future with the latest technologies was 
clearly perceivable. The extensive supporting programme 

at K 2019 boasting keynotes and high-calibre discussions 
on topics such as renewable energies, material efficiency 
or zero-waste production met with avid interest among the 
international audience, especially the Special Show K 2019 
“Plastics shape the Future”. 

The Saudi Delegation of 35 participants from different 
top ranked companies in Saudi Arabia were welcomed by 
Mr. Thomas Franken, the Deputy Director of “K”. After his 
overview of the trade fair highlights, the group went on a 
guided tour through the fair ground.  

GESALO is looking forward to the next K Düsseldorf, 
which will be held from 19 to 26 October 2022. 

CONTACT  
Asif Ansar 
Senior Trade Fair Officer 
ansari@ahk-arabia.com 
if you are interested in visiting or exhibiting trade fairs in Germany.

First visit of a 
high ranked 
Saudi Delega-
tion to K 2019.

TRADE FAIRS
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ROADSHOWS  
WITH THE AHKS
The company thenex has had very positive experiences 
through the cooperation with the German Chambers 
Abroad (AHK) network. The roadshows organized by the 
AHKs on site opened doors to markets that might have been 
more difficult to reach on their own.

Joop van Reeken: What prompted 
you to work with the German Cham-
bers Abroad?
Henry-Johann Nientimp: At the mo-
ment our company is growing very 
strongly. We are pursuing two ways to 
shape growth. Point one: We strength-
en our existing customer relationships 
and further expand them. This applies 
to already active markets. Point two: 
Acquire new markets and new custom-
ers in existing markets. Here we have 
considered how best to tackle this.

thenex has always tried to keep 
in touch with the German Chambers 
Abroad in our market areas. For ex-
ample, during my semester abroad in 
South America (Argentina), I visited 
the AHK in Buenos Aires and the Ger-
man Embassy in Uruguay to gather 
information about what our company 
could do there and what the business 
conditions are. This was interesting 
at the time, because I’ve learned that 
there are indeed many possibilities in 
Buenos Aires, but it might not be the 
right time for thenex to enter the mar-
ket. At the time, there were significant 

problems in Argentina, such as high 
inflation and highly increased custom 
fees that blocked foreign companies. 
That is partly still true today.

After that, we kept close contact 
with the German Chambers Abroad. 
This was also the case two years ago 
when I visited the GESALO (AHK Sau-
di Arabia) in Riyadh. I met with Mr. 
Oliver Oehms, the (now former) AHK 
delegate in Saudi Arabia, for an ex-
change of information. I was interest-
ed in finding out, what possibilities 
thenex has in Saudi Arabia to expand 
our business in the market. We were 
then offered the company roadshow.

 
JvR: What does such a corporate 
roadshow look like?
H-JN: The roadshow means that the 
AHK employees on-site make ap-
pointments for us. They identify and 
contact potential customers in the 
market for us. In doing so, suitable 
customers are selected according to 
our specifications: What does then-
ex do, what do we look for, what do 
our end customers look like? The AHK 

then organizes a series of appoint-
ments with selected companies. Then 
we travel to Saudi Arabia to visit the 
contacted customers together with an 
AHK representative.

In spring 2018, as I usually do 
around this time, I flew to Saudi Ara-
bia to visit customers for a week to-
gether with Mr. Mohammed Faleel, 
the AHK representative. In this meet-
ing, there were new customers, but 
also customers, who we already knew 
about. I was sceptical at first about 
the appointments with the custom-
ers we already had known. Because 
of the excellent network of the AHK 
we, however, had the chance to meet 
different representatives of these com-
panies, especially on the higher man-
agement level, that we had not known 
or met before.

The result of the roadshow organ-
ized for us in Riyadh and Jeddah has 
brought thenex new customers. Of 
course, some conversations end up 
in vain. But we were able to further 
develop and strengthen good custom-
er relationships. A year later, we can 
also say that we have gained new cus-
tomers with whom we have been able 
to develop very good business in the 
shortest possible time.

JvR: Have you considered more 
roadshows after that?
H-JN: This year we did another road-

60

Mr. Nientimp during a customer meeting in Riyadh with Mr. Faleel, Head of Market Entry of GESALO (AHK Saudi Arabia).

 
JvR: Would you say that the AHKs are 
“local trading partners” who make an 
important contribution to “analogue” 
communication, so to speak face-to-
face, between companies?
H-JN: That’s true. The German AHKs 
make up the appointments on-site 
and thenex meets the contact persons 
of the selected companies on the spot. 
The point is that we can communicate 
with our customers not only “digital-
ly” and by phone. We want to have 
face-to-face conversations, we are 
old-fashioned. We need to visit our 
customers regularly so that we can 
build and maintain a personal rela-
tionship with our partners. We don’t 
believe that good business can be 
done in any other way than with per-
sonal interaction. Only digital, only 
website and only Skype – this does 
not always work nowadays. That’s 
why we deliberately decided to try 
out the AHK roadshows, and it has 
proven its worth. Soon we will have 
completed our fourth roadshow and I 
am sure that more trips of this kind 
will be added.

 
JvR: Does the AHK organize such 
roadshows for any company that asks?
H-JN: Yes, the AHK is neutral, and 
its mission is to support the German 
economy.
 
JvR: Does a company have to have a 
specific qualification?
H-JN: No. After our roadshows, the 
AHK got our permission to use our 
company as a reference. That’s why 
some other entrepreneurs have al-
ready called us and inquired about 
our experiences and the processes. 
There have been a wide variety of in-
dustries.

 
JvR: Are there German AHKs every-
where?
H-JN: There is a German embassy or 
consulate in almost all countries of 

the world. In many countries also an 
office of the AHK or at least a con-
tact person who is located in the em-
bassy or consulate. Many events are 
organized: regular roundtables or 
receptions as well as the delegation 
trips. You can also be a member in 
some cases. There are opportunities 
to ask questions on many issues, to 
express problems and to get support. 
It’s all there. The German government 
provides us entrepreneurs with this 
service, then you just have to use it 
and reach out to the experts for these 
markets. 

show in Saudi Arabia’s Eastern Prov-
ince: we were in Dammam, Al-Jubail, 
Al-Khobar as well as in neighboring 
Bahrain. We visited and met several 
customers there. Relations have already 
developed, and we are trying to tackle 
concrete projects. At this roadshow, we 
were able to win good new customers 
and strengthen existing contacts. 

 
JvR: So, you would say it is an ad-
vantage for thenex to use the offers 
of the German Chambers Abroad?
H-JN: Yes. We use the AHK as a local 
partner or contact person on-site. As 
the AHK is on-site and well connect-
ed, they can easily analyze the market 
for your needs and arrange qualified 
appointments with the right compa-
nies and contact persons.  

This was again shown on the sec-
ond trip. The strong network and the 
continuous presence on-site are also 
highly recognized by customers and 
local contacts. 

 
JvR: Are there any costs?
H-JN: The AHK service is of course 
not for free. Any service that you 
claim must be paid for. But I can only 
recommend this service. We have had 
a valuable experience in Saudi Ara-
bia. And we are in contact with other 
AHKs in the Middle East for similar 
programs. Currently, our colleague 
for Latin America, Mr. Jerly Rojas, 
travels to Chile and Peru. He partic-
ipates in two roadshows, each of one 
week each, with the AHK Chile and 
the AHK Peru. 

These preparations for travel with 
the AHKs in Latin America have also 
gone very well. We are of course cu-
rious to see how the meetings went. 
The first talks took place and I have 
already received very positive feed-
back from our employee. In any case, 
it seems that it is also worthwhile and 
that valuable appointments had been 
organized for us.Ph
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CONTACT 
Henry-Johann Nientimp Jr. 
Managing Director thenex GmbH 
hnientimp@thenex.com 

TO BOOK THE ROADSHOW OR 
ANY OTHER SERVICES OF US, 
PLEASE CONTACT  
Mr. Jan-Lutz Müller 
Head of DEinternational 
mueller@ahk-arabia.com

FACTS AND FIGURES ON 
THE AHK SAUDI ARABIA
The German-Saudi Arabian Liaison 
Office for Economic Affairs (GESA-
LO) is part of the worldwide network 
of German Chambers of Commerce 
(AHK) with currently 140 locations in 
92 countries. It was founded in 1978 
and maintains economic relations 
with the three countries mentioned 
from its headquarters in Riyadh. A 
branch in Dammam/Eastern Province 
and prospectively again in Jeddah 
helps to get in touch with the local 
business communities. With almost 
20 employees, the AHK is the larg-
est bilateral organization for foreign 
trade promotion in Saudi Arabia.
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RESIDENTIAL RESORT

Don`t forget – you still have to go to work

2 0 1 8 2 0 1 92 0 1 7

Live LuxuryLive Luxury
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OUR TEAM

MOHAMMED AKBAR 

System Administrator

ASSIA AFFANI

Trade Fair Officer

LAYLA SHOIL 

Government Relation Manager

IMAN STAAB

Head of Trade Fair & Marketing

HANNA RIEHLE

DEinternational Consultant 

ASIF ANSARI 

Senior Trade Fair Officer

MOHAMMED FALEEL

Director of Market Entry &  
B2B Affairs

MOHAMMED RIYAS GULKHAN

Administration Assistant

OMAR HASSAN HAMZA 

Assistant of the Delegate &  
Head of Legal Affairs

FAISAL NALPURAKKAL 

Administration & Front Desk

SAMIR NAJI

Head of German Desk  
Eastern Province & Bahrain

MUHANAD KHUSRO

Head of Finance &  
Administration

DORIAN LÖTZER

DEinternational Consultant 

DR. DALIA SAMRA-ROHTE

Delegate of German Industry 
& Commerce for Saudi Arabia, 

Bahrain and Yemen

JAN LUTZ MUELLER 

Deputy Delegate,  
Head of DEinternational
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